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Note fro111 the kiditor 

This i>\ut: &;I> scllcdulcd for puhlic;rtiun in 109 1. Although our resolvc W:IS 

, t ro~~g .  tliust~ ; I I I ~  urlcert;rilr economlc realities prevailed ;)gainst us. inspite 
()I' ; I  q~rc,cc.;.;f~il 20th .\r~ri~vcr-sa~-) C c l c l > r - ; ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~  I i lu~~c t~~r lg  0 1  the journal 
sponsorecd i n  L;tgos by Aka Ikenga. (Thc n:umes o f  donors during that 
oc.c;lsior~ ;~ljpc;u on the hack cover of this issue). We regret the del;~y. and 
apolo~isc to our nuiilerous reatfers ;~nd friends. 

Fortun;~tely. the Hcinrich Riiil Foundatior~ of Cologne, Germany, has 
nl;rdc i t  possihle I'or ris to resume puhlishing. We ;ire ever so th;rnkful to 
tl1cn1 for this 11i11c.h r~ccdcd assist;rnce. We ;we gr;rteful to Victor Nw;~nkwo 
o f  111c' Fourth L)ir~lcr~sio~l F'u1,lishcrs. for intrtxlucing us to the Foundation 

This 1111111Iwr IS  111' lirst s i p  o!' rchirth. I t  is hopal that ;111 of us - :~nd 
t t ~ i a  ~rrclr~dc!, cor)tnl,~~~ol.s ;~nd rc;lticrs ;dsn - would work h;ud io cnsurc t t ~ ; r t  
this is for re;11. 

O X i X o  rcnl;ri~ls dedic;~tcd to ~ t s  ~ilission as :I springlmrrd for new writers. 
Wc 11opc t t ~ ; ~ t  t111s liiission will he fully realiscd ;IS usual. In fact. one of the 
I~ighlrghts of tlris r~ulnhcr is the 1)ublic;rtion of several poets and short story 
writers wt~o ;Ire ;~lq)c;rring in 1xi11t for the first time. 

O X i X v  rcr~~;rir~s ;I sollrcc n~atc~. i ;~ l  for tc;~chers. students :rnd schol;~rs in 
l~igllcr. institutions 01 Ic;~r~lir~g.  We ;ire working t1;u.d to ensure that it is 
;~c[:zs:;il~lc to those who nccd it. 
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CIIINWE NZEGCVU 

Lovely Roses 

I>ovely roses so pink 
Fresh as dew-drops 
Dainty and so soft 
Elegant ,and so colourful 
Fragrant and so attmctive. 

Lovely roses so pink 
Light of the eyes 
B r ~ ~ t h  of the soul 
Food of the spirit 
Slowness of the hem 

Lovely roses so pink 
Bright as early dawn 
Fair and so fragile 
Vivid yet wither away. 

Fibre of Women 
That summer at Wuppertd, West Germany, 
Thz old couple, Lilo's parents were no more. 
We had met them on previous holiday. 
So we took flowers to their resting place. 

Karl and Lilo. our wonderful host and hostess 
Took us to that serene graveyard. 
By the gravestone of the retired couple, 
I was inspired to think on life. 

When I looked .around the peaceful gmveyxd 
Save Karl, only women with flowers stood around, 
Like M,uy Magdalene once stood by Christ's tomb. 
Here again, only women came to remember. 

Many many questions came to mind. 
What constitutes the fibre of Women? 
Is it just dreamy sentimental stuff 
Or mere cobwebs of sweet fantasies. 

Women are endowed with tender c;uing nature. 
They are made of soft sympathelic stuff. 
Women worship with more devotion. 
The fibre of women is their burden here. 



Titk: Surulere (Pat~ence has 11s rewards) 
Mediu~n: Ink 
i t :  C. Krydz Ikwuelnesi 
Y w  1994 
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VIKGY AhVlHu 

A (ientle Voice 

There's a little stram behind our house. 
It flows down my left 
It's neither blue nor black. 
Call i t  red or brown. 
A strean all the s,me. 

A close friendship 
Tl~crc 1s bctwecn us 
In turbulent moods 
A constant feature of a heart 
Scared with frustration 
Stunted with dreams unheld, 
My stream me,mders into fellowship with me, 
Gently, quietly, flowing my pains away. 

There's a hilly forest 
To cushion my stream to me 
As if it flows into my kitchen below 
Only occasional traffic to Three-Three 
Interrupts the union 
Between my s m m  and me, 
As she flows 
Carrying the lesson of peace ,and calm. 

Yoir do not know my stream I believe, 
She has the patience, 
Sufficient for two, 
And I the temper. 
For additional four, 
When glued to my stream of Love 
And the questions surge 
With the rage of eqlutions unsolved, 
My stream tenders 
A verbless response, 
Quietly urging me 
To ignore the OMATA around. 

From a window 
Her w i d ~ h  is hi11 a I'cw feet: 
Her breadth hardly morc. 
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ENOH E 7 U K  

Chief Kodo 

Chief Kodo! 

That tenible chief I had he.iid so much about but never hoped to see. 
Chief Kodo! 

That inhuman chief who uses nails instead of syringes to "inject" his 
unfortunate guests. 

Chief Kodo! 
I shuddered at the thought of what I had been told about this popular chief of 
the twenty-second state of the Federation. Yet here I am in his domain, the 
heavy steel bars locked behind me, waiting to be ushered into his dreadful 
presence. It can't be a dream! I rubbed my open eyes to assure myself that I 
was wide awake. I pinched my thigh and felt the pain. I was wide awake. I 
was not drfiming . I wxs not even sleeping . 

Chief Kodo! 
What will he do to me '? What will he say to me? I trembled from head to toe 
at the thought of looking into those dreadful eyes I'd he,ud so much about. 
What abominable crime have I committed that has led me to this horrible 
place? 1 looked at myself and tears welled up my eyes. 

" Be a mnn, my friend!" I scowled at myself. "Why not accept things as 
they nre and play along with them". 

My mind flashed back to the happenings of the evening and I marvelled 
at the speed with which time passed. I looked at my wrist where my watch 
should he hut it wasn't . The gu::rds had removed everything 1 had on me: 
wrist watch, necklace, money, eveq my sandals. 1 had only my trousers on 
and nothing more . I guessed the tirne should be about three o'clock in the 
morning. About eight earlier, I was relaxing in my cousin's room oblivious 
of the impending journey to the twenty-second state. 

It was one of those mildly w , m  Saturday evenings in April. I had just 
come back from the stadium where my favorite football team, the Coal City 
Rocks, had walloped the visiting Enyimba Highlnnders with three goals to 
one. The time wns getting on to nine, and before cettling in for the Nigerian 
Television Authority "thirty million Nigerians" news at nine, I thought 1 
should go for some fresh air outside. 

Suddenly, dark shadows appeared from all comers of the compound. 
Johnny, my cousin's neighbor jumped out from his room, d i ted  across our 
door where I stood and disappeared through the back entrance. I did not 
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understand what was happening. All m n d  me doors were being farcefully 
closed, boots smashing into the doors. Some old ones flcw into pieces. 
People's heads were not left out in the violent drama. You could hear curses 
and yellings. 

I stood where I was, confused and open-mouthed. I could have escaped, 
if I had followed Johnny's example. 1 did not run. Why should I run'? I had 
committed no crime. But. before I could take a decision anyway, three of the 
polioemen noticed me and rushed towards me, one pointing a blunt-nosed 
automatic pistol at me. 1 stood my ground, ptepiuing to be rriendly. Alier all, 
I had done nothing. 

Oood evening. officer. May I know what ...." 
Shurup! " the lending sergeiuit shouted and made good his words with 

a slap that reeled my head. My first reaction was surprise. Then anger 
swelled my chest. 1 wantcd to fight back. but before 1 could throw the first 
punch, the other two policemcn fell on me and k i t  the fight out of me. 

"What have I done?" I cricd. "Why arc you twting me like a criminal'!" 
I shouted. at them, anger and h;rtred ne,uly choking the words out of my 
mouth. I was dragged tow;~rtl.; our ~n;rin gatc where seven other tenants 
;rlrc;rdy ;rrrcstcd snt .and were ~urroctndcd by other policemcn with guns and 
h;~to~is " ;rt the rc;cdyM . The scrgc;ait and one othcr constable were asked to 
go and Itmk l i~r ;I vcl~icle to (Mnsporl us to ttlc cncl;~ve of the condemned. 

All this wl~tlc I hi~d no idea why we wcrc hcing ;~rrcsted or to where we 
were being taken. I decided to hazard on cx~rl;rn;rtion from one red--eyed 
constable standing hesidc me. fullling with i~lcohol and cig;rrcttc sniokc. 

" Please, officer, " I slid calmly, " won't you tell me whirl we have 
done?" 

"You will soon know, idiot. You will soon know what ir muns to beat a 
policeman. All of you will go to prison," he bragged, and followed it up with 
a solid kick at my back. 

Anger surged into lily 11ioutIi again. I gl:rred ; ~ t  him but decided to pl;ry 
it coot. Obviously, this louse of  a police11i;rn did not know the differct~cc 
hetween a cell and a prison. So. that was it, I thought . A drunkcn 
policeman got himself hciten up hy sonlehody or some tenants. So that was 
why we were being tre;~ted like armed criminals. I could not believe it . The 
mom I thought about it. the angrier I became . I decided I was going to take 
it up with higher and more responsible police officers. After all. I all1 a full 
citizen of the land and I have my inalienable rights. 

Meanwhile. a pick-up van arrived and we were all herdcd inside the 
back, closely guarded by the policemen. The journey to the p)licc slation 
took about ten minutes. We receivcd more slaps and gun butts before we 
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were ;rsked to s ~ t  down "beh~nd the counter". M/e sat tor long hours waiting 
tor the Inspector who ordered our ;mest ;lnd who was In charge ot the cnse. 
At ;ilwut ri~iilr~~ght. trc , ~ r r l ~ c d  and u u r  i~rtcrr-r)g;rtiu~r I>zgiur. I t  W;ISI~ ' I  rlluch of 
an interrog:~tion. It  W;LS rather n kind of jungle justice. 

CASE: A p o l i c e m ; ~ ~ ~  w;~s heaten up. I t  w;~s ;in offence. a "serious 
assault". He did not know who be:rt him up hec;rusc he w;rs drunk. 
Therefore. all those who live in or around the scene of the incident 
"conspired, aided ;rnd abeted" I tic offence. 

DEFENCE: We were not ;unund during the alleged bating. We do not 
even know the said policem;rn who was beaten. We did not take part in the 
bez3ting. 

JUL)(;EMENT: But you all live ne;u the scene of the incident. You are 
all guilty . You are all sentenced to one night and one day detention without 
sleep. Sentence to run concurrently. 

Th;rt was how I found myself in the temtory of the indomitable and 
famous Chief Kodo of Kodoland. Our sentences were carried out with 
utmost despatch. And here I am. 0 my God, waiting for dawn when I will 
confront the honourable chief. 

We were shared two lo each cell. There were four cells numbered 
;rccord~ngly. An old man wilh only a wrapper tied around his neck was put 
in the s;rme cell with ~ n c .  When we came in, the room was in total darkness. 
We h;rd to find ;I corlrer to squ;rt so as not to disturb the unknown occupants 
of the room. I could only see the silhouette of their sleeping bodies. The 
whole place sounded like ;I zoo with so many lions trying to out-score each 
other. The stench of urine coming in from the inner part of the steel bar was 
overwhel~ning. 

As d:~wn c;rlne rapidly. my apprehension about meeting Chief Kodo 
grew. I wondered what kind of reception awaited us when our fellow 
in~n;rtcs  woke. One of them seemed to be restless in his sleep. After a 
while. he s:rt up fronr the floor. He looked up and noticed us. 

"Wctin un:~ de do here?", he queried sleepily. I kept quiet 
1 did nor know what to say . I looked at my companion. The old man 

tr;rd slurirpcd into slccl) where he squatted beside me. I looked back at the 
III ; I I~ who had spoLe11. He w;rs slowly getting up. At the sound of his voice 
orhcr irrrnares i>cg;rrr lo w;~l;e up and soon eight pairs of eyes were staring at 
US. 

" I  sir?. wcti~r UII ; I  de do herc?" the first inmate queried again. this time 
h;ir::hly. I dc~i.itlcd th:11 silcricc was not going to help me. I must offer an 
expl ;~n;~t io~~ I,ctor-c i t  was too 1;rte. 

"Opa. p)lic.c.n~cr~ I~rouglrt us in  here ;rnd locked us up". 
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"Wetin rlna do'?" he continued. 
I remembered some of the stories told about hardened criminals in the cells. 
If I told them that we did not do anything , they would he hostile throughout 
our stay there. But if I told them that we had committed the gravest of 
crimes, they would respect us and possibly mnke friends with us . I needed 
their friendship. I wanted to lean so much abu t  criminals, especially about 
Chief Kodo 

"Oga, one stupid policeman came to our house to make trouble. We 
beat him up well well. He called other policemen with guns and we were 
arrested. That is why we me here," I explained, trying to look defiant and 
bold. "Very good ," he smiled broadly. "Now unn don come prison, make 
una prepare for initiation. Una go meet Chief Kodo very soon. 

I looked from one of the inmates to another, wondering which one was 
Chief Kodo. But none of them looked as powerful as my imagination told 
me Chief Kodo would be. My fenrs suddenly turned into curiosity. 

"Stand up!" one red-eyed inmate barked at me. I quickly jumped up. 
"Attention !" I stood at attention , guessing that the initiation had begun. 
"What is your name?" 
"My name is Peter Okeke," I wid nervously. 
"Peter Okeke, right turn". 
I turned right, facing the wall opposite the door. On the wall there was a 

huge hali-drawing of a man with the biggest face I had ever seen.lt was 
drawn with ordinary chalk. On his head lay one of the most ridiculous 
contrivances of n chieftaincy crown. His fat face and glazed eyes gave him 
the air of an importiint chieftain. His wide mouth, half covered with long 
cat-like whiskers, wns serious and unsmiling. He sat on his throne with all 
the dignity of an African traditional chief, with rows of ivory round his fat 
neck. In his right hand he held his over-decorated fan, the sign of his 
authority. As he stared directly at me, I marvelled at the ingenuity of the 
artist who conceived of such a work in a police cell of all places. I 
momentarily forgot my predicament and attempted to smile. While I was 
lost in my admintion of Chief Kodo, my interrogators were conversing in 
low tones. 

"Attention!" the growling voice brought me back to reality, and I jerked 
at attention once again. The red-eyed bully walked up to the drawing and 
stood beside it to the left, with his hnnd folded behind him like an aide-de- 
camp. The other inmates formed themselves into a single file, facing the 
wall to my left. with me in-between. 

"S;~lute Kodo!" rhe aide-de-camp commanded. I lifted my hand to my 
ears and dropped it  gain . 1ni1it.q style. 
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"Okay, turn left!" I turned lo my left, hacklng the other Inmates. On the 
wall was another h;tlf-dcrwrng of a man. Thrs time r t  was ol ;I young man 
with a herret-l~ke fey cap on his conical head, horn-rimmed glass and goattee 
b u d ,  smiling sheepishly at the chief. The ,artist took great pains to make i t  
look like a policeman. 

"What is that on the wall '?"the aidede-camp growled. 
"A man", I replied. not knowing what else to my. 
"What is he doing?" 
"He is laughing." 
"Why is he laughing?" 
"I don't know." 
"Now, I don't wnnt hirn to laugh. I want him to cry . 

C,ul you m.&e him to cry?" 
"I don't know," I mid, feeling nervous. 
"I will teach you how to make him cry. Marshal, teach him how to 

make our friend cry." 
Before I knew what was happening, I received a star-invoking slap on 

my face that made mc stagger forward, nearly dazed out of my wits. Anger 
welled up in my stomach, hut I knew I had no chance in the midst of these 
bullies. They would kill me even before the policemen on duty could open 
the steel bars that served for a door. That was supposing that the policemen 
would want to help at all. I decided that it was better to obey their orders 
without question. 

"Very well." pronounced the aide-de-camp when he noticed my 
resignation. "Now. I want you to make that man cry. You will give him 
seven heavy slaps on his face. If they are not heavy enough, the marshal will 
show you another example. "Now. go on". 

I hesitated a bit. Then I went to work on the wall with my right palm. 
As each slap landed on the whll, the sound re-echoed throughout the 
building. Before each echo died down, another followed. The aide-de-camp 
of Chief Kodo was busy counting the number of slaps I delivered on the 
halfdrawing. As I delivered ench slap with all my strength, the drawing kept 
its steady smile at Chief Kodo who was still scowling at all of us. When I 
delivered the last slap on the wall, my hand felt as heavy and warm as a 
newly sawed Iroko plank. Sweat poured down my face and M y .  The other 
inmates were laughing at my face, contorted with pain and anger. 

The initiation over, the parade formation dissolved. I sat down at one 
comer of the room, thinking that I was free. Suddenly , one of the inmates 
jumped up, seized me by the neck, hoisted me to my feet and stared at me 
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with his black, twinkling eyes, his long unshaven beard making him look 
fierce, cruel and ugly. 

"How much money you have?" 
"I don't have any money. The police took everything, " 

I quickly replied. 
"How much they take from you?" 
"Twenty naira," I lied. Actually, I had had five naira fifty kobo in my 

pocket. I gave the police five naira and left a fifty kobo note in my back 
pocket. Wanting to buy theu friendship, I decided to offer them the fifty 
kobo I had with me. 

"I have only fifty kobo here ..." 
"And what are you waiting before you bring it'?" the aide-de-camp 

interrupted, looking angrily at me . I quickly brought it out and handed it 
over to him . He called the policeman on duty and sent him to buy cigarettes 
for them . 

"If you don't give us fifty haim you are not going out of here". It was 
the mnn with the twinkling, black eyes. Others nodded their assent. 

"Don't worry," I said , trying to be cheerful, "when my people come , I 
will give you fifty naira". 

"We are not worry," said twinkling eyes. "Na you wey go worry." 
I wanted to find out a lot of things about these people. I had never been , 

to a police station before, let alone to a police cell. I was filled with curiosity , 
about ,armed robbers. I looked at all of them curiously, and I w.mted to ask I 

them questions. I resoned that now that I had been initiated, they would be I 

willing to answer my questions. 1 looked at the aide-de-camp and decided to 1 
confide in him. 1 

"How long have you been hore?" I asked. 
"We have been here for five years. " cpme the defiant reply. I could not I 

I 
believe my ems. Five whole donkey yeius in a police cell! I 

"Five years , " I repeated incredulously. "Why haven't your cases been ! 

tried dl this while'?" 
"We went to steal at the Bank . We shot and killed so many people 

before we were nrrested by the Police. Our case is not easy", he explained. 
"Five years in this God-forsaken place," ! thought. Before I could ask 

further questions. the constable on duty appeared with a piece of paper. 
calling "Peter Okeke! Peter Okeke! Peter Okeke?" 

"I am here!" I shouted as the constable opened the steel bars . "Come 
out." he said and I walked towards the door. 

"Come hack here!" shouted twinkling eyes, making as if to hold me 
back . 
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"I will be back," I told him persuasively. "I am only going to make a 
statement ." As I walked out , I took a last look at the grinning face of Chief 
Kodo of Kodoland 

' "%hLy: VW 

Ti~lc: O b i ~ ~ i g w e  (Sky Dweller) 
Mcdium: Ink 
Year: 1994 
Artist: C. Krydz Ikwue~nrsi 
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UCHE NDUKA 

After A Coup 

In the cadence of d~sorder 
i t  is not unusual 
to find a pulse drumming 
with the rhythm of rage. 

I am not distmt 
nor alienated from rebellion 
in these spaceless acres of concrete 
where dissidence is a daily fare- - 
protuberant in its presence. 

So to accost the remorseless brood 
and defend my kind 
against lacerating intrigues 
that despoil their blood : 

these ,m actions , the onslaughts 
that would sleach through banalities 
and nullify the stings of injustice 
on whose reign one is tethered. 

Thrusting out here therefore 
is the protesting hush of the unanned: 
immutable, desperate, unbending 
with anticipations of appeasement. 

Sweet and Sour Song 

The thread of patience 
is running thin 
and the steam is dripping away. 

1 can't hear Ihe n;lmes 
we love so well lo crll: 
n knot of worry chokes my hl.c;~th. 

Bitterness claws Ihrough Illc senses 
3s lifebuoys are hnckcd 
:111tl st:ihhed to lifeless~~ess. 



,Afrc,r N Coup /.; 

These are the ordeals to hold off 
ironr ei~seful nrinds; 
these :ire the hostilities to expunge 
from human heels. 

I know how the season wails 
inconsolably 
between a wretched day 
and a long grim night; 

how laughter labours to assert itself 
beyond shuttered doors 
and battered fortunes; 

but new longings await fulfillment, 
new graces to lenm, 
worlds to woo 

far from this sadness dogging my song. 
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DEREK WRIGHT 

Man and his Teacher: A Note on Ihuble-Narrative 

The n,mtive vision of Armah's The Bcoutyfil Ones Are Not Ycl Born1 is 
oppressively monolithic, the viewpoints of author. indeterminate nmator 
and proL3gonal consciousness king, for most purposes , one and the same 
for large tracts of the book. Some critics. ':owever, have t,aken this 
singleness of vision a stage further by over-emphasizing the overlappings 
and interchanges of the man's narrative with the Texher's monologue in the 
long retrospective sixth chapter at the fulcrum of the novel, even to the 
C S ~ C I I ~  of confusing one with other. I t  will be the aim of this brief note to 
dispel sonic of this confusion and to demonstrate that the twin n.matives are 
quile distinct. expressing a separateness in community (albeit of an 
inderc~.mina~t. kind) r;~ther than a blumng or erosion of person;~Iities. 

Eldred .lonrs complained in  an early review of the novel th;t 
"somc~irnes i l  IS d~ff~cult to tell whose mind we are being shown2 . 
Follo\rinp Joncs. R~rhar-d Priek claimed that "all sense of time, pl:lce and 
point of v iew become ~nextricably confused3 " and Gareth Griffiths has 
wri~tc~~:  

The contusion of  he two 1s deliberate since later. in the final chapter. we note 
~hal (he liero 1nhrr115 mernorles (the figure of Manmn) which k long  to portions 
or ~ h a p l c ~  S I X  narrnted by Teacher ... The figures and events are not ~nerely 
aspels  of an au~o-biography hut aspects of an historical process and a general 
cultural experlence4 . 

What happens in  Chapter Six is certainly deliherale and functional but it is 
not confusion. There is . in fact. never any serious doubt about the identity 
of the "speaker". The later word needs to he used warily becausc the 
Teacher's first-person monologues are interspersed with the continuing 
third-person narrative of the m,m's reflections and memories and, whilst the 

Ayi Kwei Anndi, Tlic Bewuryful Oncs Arc. Nor Ye.! horn (London: Heine~nann. 
1969).reset edition 1975. All page references are to the 1975 reset edition and 
are given in parentheses in the text of the article. ' Eldrcd Joncs. review of TIIC Hccrrr~yjrcl Oncs Arc Nor Ytar Norn. Afric.on 
Li~c,rtrr~~~.c, Toclcrv 3 (1909),56. 
Kichi~rtl I'riehc, "Demonic Imagery and the Apocalyptic Vision in the Novels of 
Ayi K\\L.I Ar111a1i.l: Ytrlc, Frc.nclr Slrctiics -7.; (1976). 120. 

Carclli (;I 1 1 1  1tI1,. "Structure and Image in Kwel Arrnnll's T1lcs Hratyful 0nc.s Arc 
Nor Yi,! I(OI.II." .S/rrt/ic~s irr R6c.X Lilc*rcr114rc, 3.2 ( 197 1 ). 5. 
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Tacher is tlllking directly into the camera, the man's thoughts are still being 
reported by a namtor: "The man remembers times when his friend has been 
h w n  to speak of something outside himself'. "The man has long known of 
the pain of disappointment inside his friend @p. 79,85). The uses of the 
present tense(not peculiar to Chapter Six) and the third krson for the man's 
thoughts are demarcation devices which keep them distinct from the 
rellcher's monologue, delivered in the first person and the past tense. The 
only doubtful moment in the chapter is during what tums out to be the man's 
fust interruption, recalling the African child's common colonial experience 
3f raiding the white man's orchards. But this is clarified retrospectively once 
the network of alternating narratives has moved into focus and the alert 
reader will pick up in the first words of the man's passive vision-"The 
listening mind is disturbed by memories from the past"(p.67)- a link with the 
Iat words of the previous chapter, immediately prior to the bursting of the 
~acher ' s  monologue into the new chapter: "Opposite him, the mnn went 
very quietly back to the desk and sat on it, just thinking, looking, and 
listening " (p.61). Far from being "inextricably confused", the chapter has a 
:rysti?l symmetry, consisting of seven alternating narratives, one for each 
year of the symbolic mantilla's accelerated seven-year life cycle which 
loosely approximates to the life of the first Independence government , with 
the Teacher having the first and the last word (additionally, the temporal 
jisorienti~tion referred to by Priebe is peculiar to the Teacher's memory and 
joes not include the mnn , who is always perfectly c ! ~ u  about where he is in 
time). 

It is of course true, as Griffiths goes on to argue, that the frequent 
~nterconnections of the two narratives are meant to give the impression of a 
:ollective vision, presenting what is really an autobiography of the 
:hildhood and youth of a new nation and its failed hopes, and a number of 
Features give the shared experience priority over the single one: the 
monotony of speech-style, the interacting ideas, the psychological continuity 
which allows one "listening mind" to pick up vibrations left hanging by the 
other rememberer and admits the man to a group memory that enables him 
to recognize Maanan in the last chapter of the novel. This Teacher's lament 
over "the rot of the promise" and rememberance of "something so good 
about the destroyed people waking up and wanting to make themselves 
whole ag&"(p.90), m almost verbatim echoes of the man's thoughts: " The 
promise was so beautiful ... at least something good was being born ... The 
beauty was in the waking of the powerless" (p.85). Conversely, the man's 
brief flicker of faith in new flowerings from dung @.85), and his remote 
hope in the later episode of the coup that a "future goodness" and " a new 
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life would maybe flower in the countryn(pp. 159-60). recall the brief 
flowerings of hopeful friendsh~ps, community and political idealism that . id 
the Teacher's vision. wcrc horn out of the anomy and dccny of the postwar 
ye~us  :lnd scatological disgust at the new leaders(p.82). Furthermore. the 
man's h:rhit of dispersing his own memories arid experiences, which 
elsewhere in  the novel produces a paranoia of vicarious suffering that 
threatens the independent existence of the other characters, is used in the 
sixth ch:rptcr to "communalize" typical experiences like orchard-miding: the 
m.m automatically picks up the Teacher's reference to the white man's huge 
dogs and the vision of one unidentified boy is made to cover the experience 
of thr~.i: arid. ultimately. the whole of Afric;u~ hoyhood. Even so . the vcry 
sh,up. lyric;rl rendering of the sensations of fear, wonder ;lnd p i n  in this 
pnss:lge tend to individu:~te r,~thcr thaw collectivize the trauma and make the: 
notation of group identi~y ;I r;~thcr ;utificial one: i t  is the intens experience 
of one boy - now the man gcncr;~lizcd and ahsk~cted into three. not that of 
three compressed into one. Mc;lnwhile, in  the more important matter of tile 
Teacher-m;vi I'ricndship. i t  is not long before the man's comments ;lnd 
remin'iscenccs hcgin to qualify and correct the T~icher 's ,\,-ssini;.;m ;ind thc 
n.mtives Ih;~t :rppe;lrcd to bc dissolving into one another st:ut ,:. !verge. 

The rclationsl~iip hctwccn the two men in this pivot;rl ~ l ~ . ~ p t e r  is ;I 

complex one. beyond ~ h c  scope of this note, and it has been de:llt with ;it 

length clsewhcrc both by other critics and by the present writer . What 1 
wish to notice here arc the ways in which the chapter's structural arid 
stylistic dcviccs- which ;KC not mcrcly matters o! technique . perfcclirig and 
preserving point-of-view--scrve to dramatize l l lc passage from community 
to fr;~gmcntcd indvidu;~lism. from earlier idealistic hopes of ;twakened 
politic;~l unity to the contempomry Ghan:~ of morse-tapping solitnries 
sending out nicssagcs ;!cross the void of the modern stale: and how the 
progrcss of this pass;lgc is furthered by the growing rift betweeri the m;ln 
and his for~ner intellectu;~l mentor. From the fourth scction of the chapter 
onwards there is :I splintering of the wee-smoking group into individual 
destines- the suicide Kofi Billy. the rejected Maanan , the murdered Edgy 
Akon. the rcclusc Teacher- and this is reflected by the fracturing of the 
n:irr;~tive into two more sharply distinct voices. The narrative's emotional 
currents carry thc man circularly back into past time and into a vague 
;~ffinity with the wee group, but. pulling against these. the sharp 
scg~iicntatio~i of the chapter into seven phases, one for e;lch year of the 
"l)rogcri:rc" Nkrumah rcgirne, imposes n pressure of 1ine:uity. This impels 
the tlivcrging voices incxor;~hly forward into the dichotomized order of the 
novel's prescnt: on the one h;tnd. the goal-getting elites which the man is 
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invited LO join, and on the other the atomized negated community. the void 
of lost connection.; rcprcsented hy the Tc:icher. Thc man begins, at this 
point. to dissociate himself from and deny feelings he has held in common 
with the Teacher. rejecting the latter's too calm embracing of so much 
despair and self-inlposed isolation - "a human being hiding from other 
human beings" - and insisting that "something could still be done by a good 
man" (pp.78.70). Amah's two voices, to be repeated in the nert two books 
in Ocr,ul and Ba;ko. Solo 'and Modin - the expatriated, alienated despair and 
the defeated but resilient vision of communal service - are held in tension 
and then divide into their separate selves. In the course of this process, 
which is effectively a microcosm of the general atomization of communal 
feeling, the concepts of "community" and "communality" are themselves 
redefined, and what emerges from the r&qprnisal is that the Teacher's idea 
of community, unlike the man's. is essentially false. 

The Teacher's proprietorial personal pronoun - "We also knew that we 
were the people to whom these oily men were looking for their support" - 
makes "the people" the object of his ecstatic, but essentially unearned, 
identification, laying claim to a common wisdom that saw through the 
nationalist leaders at an early stage and to a common sympathy with an 
imagined "popular will" or "voice of the people," as expressed in the 
common man's pidgin (p.82). Some critics, such as Frederick Case, have 
taken these projections on the Teacher's own terms: "The novelist shows that 
whereas the leaders feared but loved the white man, the people in their 
despair feared .and hated the colonizer. On the one hand, there was gratitude 
and faith that led to imitation, on the other hand mistrust that l a d s  to 
r e j e c t i ~ n . " ~  But these polarized distinctions are not the author's. and 
certainly not the man's, but the Teacher's. The mass subscription to 
imitation-white values in Armah's contemporary despot in fact offers little 
support to the idea of a separate "will of the people" which is distinguishable 
from the will of the leaders. and the Teacher's nostalgic picture of a popular 
community of feeling needs to be weighed carefully against the man's 
expressed or implied reservations. All that the Teacher's monologue actually 
does is provide sketches of a few alienated individuals, most of them centred 
around himself, against a featureless, undifferentiated canvas of the 
awakening "people" which is too vague to amount to a living human 
community. When the awaited Utopia fails to arrive he swings from a 
gratuitous idealization of "the people "as the source of revolr~tionary energy 

Frederick /.Case, "La bourgeoisie africaine dans la Litterature de 1'Afrique 
owidentale, " C(in(dicur Jourml ofAfrican Studies 7,2 (1973). 264. 



and hope tn a cynical dissociation of himself from "the whole society" that is 
hehind the man's wife and "loved ones" (p.93), and the people who provoke 
this  bout-face are envisaged as see-sawing from a dismissive cyrlicisnl 
towards the old lenders to n collaborative cynicism towards the new ones. In 
the past, the T~qcher is seen looking forward to the rising of the powerless 
and in the future, which is the novel's present. he looks back at the ideal that 
failed, but between these extreme positions there is little evidence of any 
concrete engagement with the people's ambitions and fates or, indeed, of 
anything other than a solipsist withdrawal posing as commitment. 

One year hefore the novel's publication, a Western anthropologist, 
Robin Horton. ;ugued in a discussion of changing time-modes in modem 
Africa that the new faith in progress 

leads all too often to an excessive an excesslve fixation of hopes and desires on 
an imagined Utopian future. People cling to such a future in the same way that 
Inen in pre-scientific cultures cling to the past. And in doing so, they inevitably 
lose much of the traditionalist's ability to enjoy and glorify the moment he lives 
in.7 

The Teacher's ideal~sm, having a foot in both worlds, couples Utopianisnr 
with nosL~lgia and prevents him from engaging with the insecurity of the 
passing moment. His fantasy of fraternity with the masses in ideal 
communities, projected into past and future from a position of total 
seclusion appears to be compensation for his failure to relate to the real, 
living people and the genuine flux of community around him, and to live 
intensely in the present. All of this exists in stark contrast with the man's 
immediate, present-tense reality and his involvement in the practical 
difficulties of living in the day-to-day, here-and-now social world, and the 
contrasts are especially evident in the flashbacks of the sixth chapter, where 
a comparison of the Teacher's romanticism with the man's childhood 
remembrances is instructive. The orchard-raiding episode is shot through 
with the poignancy's of bright sunlight and gentle rain but the childhood 
idyll is brutally interrupted by that violent new order of speed overturning 
the runner which the Teacher's mind has such difficulty coping with and 
which is represented here by the dog-chase (paradigmatic for postcolonial 
Africa in its vision of savage black oppression under distant white control). 
The paradise images in Chapter Six, like this one, exist only at the level of 
~iost?lgic reverie nnd i t  is to this level that the Tencher's drugged or alcoholic 
"dreams of beauty and happiness", of the waking nation divesting itself of 

Robin Horton, "African Traditional Thought and Western Science," Africa 37 
(1967), 179. 



whiteness ant1 r ~ , ~ ,  .)I to 11s true self. :Ire reduced by the man's more 
pragmatic, vision 

These ;rrc n o t  the only ways In which the two men are seen more in 
;~ntithesis than in ;rllinnce. The Teacher's spurious personal assumption of 
the collective hurdcn of hope ;uid despair on behalf of the whole society is n 
conscious projection of the will which is quite different from the m;rn's quiet 
i~iteriorizatio~r of common sufferings, something which Armah makes the 
special preserve of the passive consciousness 2nd involuntary memory. 
More importantly. the man, who is never n long questing hero after the 
Teacher's model hut is ;llw;rys "in the middle". caught in the crossfire 
between family and gleam, does provide, under sufferance, a workable 
recipe tor living in a totally corrupt world and ;i more viable experience of 
human community. It is true, of course, that he iieludedly looks to the 
Teacher for guidance and, following his exnmple. succumbs momentnrily to 
despair, is himself beguiled by political unrealities such as "moving a whole 
people forward", and is drawn into a similarly paranoid polarization of 
humanity into loved ones who pursue the gleam and those who are 
victimized for not doing so. But the man. unlike the Teacher, has to live in 
the world, and his actions speak of a more positive and realistic, if 
compromised, approach to co-existence with corruption as a way of living 
which weighs against his natural idealism:witness his patient endurance of 
the Koomson connection and a crooked boat-deal that he cannot prevenr, his 
honest confession that he is not even sure that he wholly detests the new 
materialism. and his more discriminating, strangely happy response to the 
book's Inst bribe (a communal gesture insofar as it is performed by the bus 
driver on his passengers'. not his own behalf). It is therefore not surprising 
that the man's gradual growth away from the Teacher is given increasing 
emphasis towards the end of Chapter Six and it is significant that when he 
takes leave of his friend's immobilized solitude, he returns to his own more 
purposive element of slow walking and feels an intense desire for real 
human contact. evidently generated in the wake of the Teacher's 
claustrophobic seclusion from the world. 

The twin narratives of Chapter Six oscillate between defeatist 
pessimism :md guarded hope: they expacd to embrace an imagined 
community which is the projection of the Teacher's politic;~l fantasies and 
contract to the dimensions of the real one experienced hy the man i ~ t  .is 
daily trials; .and they shrink back to the vision of two isolated - and, finally, 
divided and estranged - men. The vision is, strictly, neither single nor plural, 
being about as close to a "communal view" as Armah could get at this 
problematic stage of his writing career. There is no confusion of viewpoints, 





JACK D. FORBES 

The Third World After Thirty Years 

A lot of the easy money 
has come ,and gone 

and the easy years 
the years of credit 
have been cashed in 
the years given 

drafts of hope 
by independence and revolution. 

Dreams of the Third World 
sour now, for some, 
and hitter in many mouths 

The wages of freedom 
stnnd at the bottom 
for those who work 
and death's face 
is the wage 
for those who camlot. 

And the armies of those able to leave 
grow 
seeking entry 

through the metropolitan gate 
to sweat-shop work 
in the North 

The Third World 
wrenched by wnrs 
external wars 
internal wars: 

Lebanese and Ugandans 
Iranians and Afghans 
h q i s  and Ethiopians 
Somalis and Palestinians 
Shonas and Kurds 
Tigreans and Orornos 
Amharas and Sudanese 
and the list goes on and on 

tears keep flowing 
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salting ever new the wounds. 

And, ~f ~oursc ,  there ,uc 
the Yankee.;. thr Sovictc 
the Boers. the Israelis 
:rnd others u ho. rich 
;irrd p ) ~ , c s f ~ ~ l .  
kill inorc cfl'iciently 
purring nrorc irroncy 
I>elrilrd evcry nrurcicr-. 

The hopes of tlrc Fiitics - 

~rcw I1;rgs of iirdcl)c~rr(lcrrc~c 
11rc dr-c;~~lis of rile Sixtics - 

~ ~ o g s ; ~ i r r s  o f  cnr;~ricip;~tion - 
l i t  like ;rircient 
unre1);rired ro;tds 
pot-holed ;~nd d~rsry 
I>rokcrl ;rritl 

irl pl:rccs i~wisiblc 
l)cnc;~tlr tlrc 1r;rcks 
o f  t:rrrks 
;rr,d rcfugec?~. 

The Third World 
broken by debt 
shattered by falling prices 
impoverished by devalu;rlior~.; 
c.hc~;lrcd hy ir111;rtiolr 
;\I Ihc nlcrcy 
of c;wlcls 
of nr ul~in;~liol~;~Is 
of tlre storehouse of 

coloi~ii~l ~,c;~It lr  
which never left the North 
(except ns down-pny~nents 
on more wealth). 

Independence seems now 
like desert mirages 
a thin wispy 
insubsti-intial 
vapor 
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colon1;11 uc.;~l~lr 
which never left the North 
(except :IS down-p;ryments 
on more we;~lth). 

Independence seems now 
like desert mirages 
a thin wispy 
insubs~mtinl 
vapor 
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always eluding 
the grasp. 

Independence 
becomes a slogan of deceit 
when it is a gift - 
or an acquisition - 
spider-weh wmpped 
like a fly dropped 
after its juices h;rve 
heen drained. 

Sticky-strands of colonial hount1;uics 
irrational carvings and 
hutchcring tn:~tlc 
hy m;ld conquerors 
cuttin;! ;il);Irt n;rtions. 
tribes. I ; I I I ~ I I ; I ~ ~ S  
hrc:ll;ing 111) :~ncicnt sl;~lcs 
;111tl putting 111i~1r r  Ixlck together 
like ;I  ~)uzzIc 
I > I I ~  ;I ~)uzfic whose key is locked ;~w;~y 
in Lontlon 
;~nd P;uis. ;lnd 
now New York. 

And the slr;lnge thing is 
such n\akeshift tc~itorics 
work well 
the colonialist's fintl 
precise1 y hec;~usc 
they are in 
perpetu;~l t~rrmoil 
;~nd the Big Powers 
milkc sure III;II  111cy sc;~y 
just so. 

The new elites ol' Aliic;~ 
and Asia 

Ihc old elites of L:rcin Anrcric:~ 
thc ncw r;ldicals 
the old exploiters 

mnrxists 
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capitalist? 
opportunists 

ex;rmlne the boundnnes created 
by Imperialism 

and by nnd large - pronounce them good. 

And h,md in hand 
the Yankees and the Latino elites 
the Europe'ms and the African rulers 
;ill together 
dnncing around a bonfire 

of madness 
hecause it makes i t  easier 

to steal 
to control 
to keep off b;il;ince 

the people hliridfolded 
pockets picked 
the Native American masses 
the African masses 
the Asian masses 
pockets picked. 

While their own rulers 
pin their arms 
the capitalists 
pick their pockets 
and the pnrty leaders 
pluck up the ch:inge 
~ h i c h  drops 
in the dirt. 

lmperialis~n and colonialis~n 
i t  is seen 
are riot over in a day: 
one night of revelry 
does riot bring freedom. 
;I ch;~nge of fl;ig 
changes colors only - 
riot the system. 

So long as the pupils of the system 
the ones who e;lgerly 
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sat at the teacher's feet 
the ones who c~e fu l ly  
noted their lessons 
slip right in 
hehind the colonialist's dep.arting boots 
to appear again 
as their heirs. 

Imperialism does not 
seem to die. for 
like n Noble House 
it finds legatees 
inheritors who step in 
to occupy 
the mansions 
the perquisites 
the positions 
the power 

Government 
have we forgotten'? 
is 
in essence - 
money - 
the power to tax 

Umis t  governments 
get money 

Capitalist governments 
get money 

Socialist governments 
get money 

Isl,unic governments 
get money 

Fore government 
without money 

is no government, 
in these times. 

The State - 
the government 
must have a territory 
must have a zone 
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of exclusive power 
a zone 
as large as possible 

in which 
the people are counted 
and money is collected. 

The bigger the land 
the more buffii-ucmts 
the more soldiers 
the more police 
the more officials 
the more contracts 

graft,trrxes, 
concessions, gifts, 
bribes. 

The shuggle to control a state - 
we must keep that in mind - 
the stumble 

not for freedom 
not for justice 
not for equality 

the struggle 
for a sti-i-te 
for a defined temtory 
for a controlled people 

to pluck - 
isn't that 

so often 
the real - 

the functional- 
goal'? 

"The objective of the proletariatw- 
the "vanguard" that is - 

"is the seizure of state powerw- 
and the goal 
of virtually every party 
is the m e  

to get control of a government 
(and we know who 
government's control!). 
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NOW that has beer 
the great error 
the temble mistnke 
of the last thirty-odd years 

To believe 
that "Liberation" 
me.ms 
the acquisition of state power 

Brothers and Sisters 
liberation 
means setting people free! 

Liberation me,ms 
destroying the boundaries 
ernsing the borders 
in order 
for genuine. reA. authentic 
communities 
self-determining 
communities 
to choose 
for themselves 
to organize 

thenlselves 
in their own way! 

Why should Amharas 
be killing Oromos 
Tigreans, Eritrans 
Somalis 

to preserve the boundaries 
of an Ethiopia 
drawn on the map hy the 

British. the French. and 
the Italians? 

Who can show 
that a "big Ethiopi?" 
forced upon 
U P ~ P P Y  
unwilling 
subjects 
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is better than smaller, 
democratically 
created 
republics'? 

Mounds and mounds 
and still more mounds 

of dead people - 
is that what a Third World state 

shall he erected upon'? 

No, we have wasted 
three precious decades 
imitating Europe 
imitating Communism 
imitating Isliunic empires of old - 

We have envied the mass graves 
we have hungered 
for the bloodshed 
we have desired 
to weiu the boots 
which have crushed 
so m,my 
peoples 
beneath their bloody heels. 

And in the course of 
fateful imitation 
we have fostered 
the conditions 
which have led to 
corruption and 
self-serving 
governments 

And we have opened the doors to 
neocolonialism 
multinational corpor;ltions 
mw exploitation 

because the doors 
we have given away 
to thieves 
responsib!e 
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to no one 
but stnte power 

The d r a m s  of the Third World 
nightmares now 
will not be sweet 
until we understand 

this: 

We cannot crush e;lch other 
We cnnnot coerce each other 
We cannot rernnE;e e;lcl. ,,;?pr 
We c;mnot control e;~ch uii,,, 

We must respect 
the wenkest of our neighbors 
for truly, they are us! 

As Turks we must let 
Kurds he Kurds 

As Pnkistariis we niust let 
Bnluchis hc Bnluchis 

As Guatemaltecos we must let 
Quiches he Quiches 

As Niciuaguenses wc rnrlst let 
Miskitus he Miskitus 

The ideal of the Third World 
must he 
rcsl)el.i! 

The goal of the Third World 
must be 
.fre~(lom! 

And as free people we 
indeed 
can come together 
uncoerced 
to build 
b n d s  of human-ness 
across. .. 

any and all boundaries. 
If we cnnnot do that 

we 
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historically 
have no claim 
upon the future 

We will recede 
like an ill-formed wave 
into the vast se;l 
of ancient miseries, 
of ancient fiilurcs 

without having 
eroded even m inch 

from the cliffs of tyclnny! 

Title: What thc Eatcr Atc 
Medium: 111 k 
Artist: C Krydz Ikwuc~ncsi 
Year: 1995 
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SAM ONUIGBO 

Language As An Instrument of Change in Reid's "New Day" 

New D r ~ y  is nn ,Wistic ;Iccount of Jamaican history which spans n period of 
eighty years-an account told by Johny Campbell, an ageing member of the 
well-to-do Campbell family. When the story opens, Jnmaica is ruled by the 
Crown Governor with an advisory assemhly elected hy the w~il thy Iand- 
owners. But many of the large estates ;ue crippled as a result of the 
emancipation of the slaves who prefer suhsistcnce living to working on hig 
planL?tions. 

To worsen the already had situation. there is the three-year drought 
which apparently stimulates immediate resentment against the crown 
,administr,7tion. The resentment gives rise to calls for universal adult suffrage 
and i t  is also this resentment that leads to the Morant Bay Rebellion in 
which many people are killea. I n  reaction to the rebellion, the Crown 
Governor hangs the leader and a member of the assembly who favours i t  but 
this action is judged excessive. The Crown Governor is therefore recalled 
and a new governor is sent. But the agiLqtion for self-government continue:, 
until 1944 when the constitution reform that inaugurates the "new day" is 
e.smblished. Thus, the "new day" is born. 

The novelist's medium is language: 
whatever he does, qua novelist. he 
does in and through 1,mguage. 

David Lodge, L n n g u q e  of Fii.tior1, p.18. 

It may be stating the ohvious to say that the ability to use language 
differs with individuals and accordi~ig to the nature of the ideas, concepts 
and thoughts to he presented. I t  is no wonder then that even when two 
people use the smie language to present the &?me ideas and concepts, one 
makes a better impression on the listener than the other. A number of factors 
are responsible for this but effective use of 1,mguage is an important one. 

Grmted that the novel is a piece of .artistic cr~qtion. the .mist weaves his 
plots md ch:mcters through the medium of language. And as that medium 
through which these elements of the novel are presented, language is a 
Potent instrument for effective presentation. To be an effective artist 
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hnwever the novelist mutt renli7e that hic wnrk ;< "virmr" thmugh which 
the society sees itself. If he. as nn artist. must hc "n rnnturc-pnrticipant in the 
cornmunlty, " '  he requlres some flexibility in the language; flexibility to 
perform linguistically according to the situation, according to the role he is I 
playing and according to the requirement of the audience for whom the work 
is designed. To the ,mist, therefore, language is the way through which the 
fictional elernents of experience are created and presented. If language is as 
central to the business of artistic creation as we may have seen, the writer's 
language must not place a hnmer between the readers and the events and 
nhiectc presented hut should instead enact them directly."2 

T h ~ s  paper therefore examines the language of New Day to show how 
far the writer fashions a specid medium which serves, not only to enact the 
events ;rnd objects presented but also to re'present the communal spirit and 
collective experience of a people in their march towards a d?y of hope. 

Lin,qrti.c/~c. Fc(111trc1.s 4 Nurc, D(J) 
To h1.A.K. H;~lliday. 'Iangu;rge is a rich and ad?ptable instrumentv3 and 

to Kcid 111 ~VCM.  [ ) ( I ? ,  "wh;~t 1 have ;rttempted, is to to paper some of 
the he;ruty. klntiliness ;rnd hu~nor of my people ..."4. In doing this, Reid, 
perh:rlx. exploits the fact that 1;tnguage is a rich and ad?ptnble instrument 
;rnd :IS ;I colllpetent rn;rnipulator who is awnre of the dynamics of the 
I:ingu;~gr. he crc:rtcs elements out of the continuunl of the human speech to 
which hc is cxposed. As must he expected, the elements created in this 
s i tu ; r~~or~ ;ire those relev;lnt to the characterization of the facts the artist 
wants to est:rl>lish. Because of the sustained emphasis on purpose, the 
I;rngu:~gc is ex;rmined more according to popular appeal to subject matter; 
than its conformity to conventional grammatical rules and where the non-: 
conformity is highlighted, i t  should be seen as the author's device for ai 
motiv:rtetl prominence. Because of this popular appeal to subject matter, the 
primary linguistic concern of the novelist is app;uently to capture the 
traditional speech pattern of his people in order to give force to the action, 

See R. Fowlers The Lcmgunges of Liferufure (Routledge Rc Kepan P;uI London 
and Henley, 197 1 ,) P. 92. 
Ernest Fenollosa in The Chinese Wriffen Chnroclc~r as (I Metlirrnr f;,r Poefry. 
San Franc~sco (N>d.) The work was discovered by Ezra. Pound alnonl 
Fenollosa's papers after his death in 1908 and and halled hy h i m  as a study of 
the fundalnentals of all esthetics. 
M.A.K. Halliday: Extracts horn 'Xelevant M~dcls o f  Language", Educal io~ 
Review. Vo1.22, No.7. (1969) pp. 26-34. 
See "Author's Notes" in V.S. Reid. New D q ,  Heinelnmn, London, 1949. 
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a m ,  of course, of the evocative power of language to a people who iue 
fighting for survival. 

A look at any page of the novel shows a deliberately sustained form of 
elision which lewes no', O'and ha' for 'not', 'of and 'have' respectively. This 
kind of elision extends to other words like 'handkerchief, 'Ezekiel', 
"between' and 'except' with the corresponding words as 'kerchief, 'Zekiel, 
'weeen and 'cept. There is also an abbreviational device which gives rise to 

contractions like y'know @.312), s'matter of fact @. 303) and ol'timer 
(p.274). Although these elisions and contractions may have been 
phonologicidly deviced to maintain the tempo and rhythm of a language that 
is subtly revolutionnry, it is more likely that what Reid does is to move from 
unthinking acceptance of a British heritage to "a more critical awareness of 
our origins." It is this awareness that imposes on the language, peculiar 
famres especially at the phonological level. In fact, phonology in mhtion to 
the written code is import,mt to the Jamaicans as they "cmte silently in their 
mental ears, the writer's voice or some other voices for that matter from the 
signs on the printed page."5 

Besides, when at the beginning of the novel Reid states that "thirst and 
hunger walk through our land" and that thousands of people "have no 
osnablcr~s to their back" (p. 6). he uses the culture-based linguistic pattern 
to expres; the realities of the famine period in order to add indigenous 
flavour and local colour to the Itmugage and, by so doing, highten the 
sensitivity of the reader. A more euphemistic form of expression would not 
have been adequate for an 'artist who is part of the genenl labour force and 
whose only weapon, important though, is the language. This weapon 
reinforces the fighting spirit as the "fighters" notice a deviation from" the 
master's language" to the people's form of the language. 

Equally significant and of course worthy of special mention is the 
musical cadence of the language. This cadence results from the poetic fonns 
sometimes employed by writers who are conscious of the place of poetry in 
blxk arts as a mans of capturing and expressing the feeling of the time. It 
is not surprising therefore,that even when the "county Inspector says we 
voices must no' be loud, sing we will sing the hymn o' our faith, and what 
follows is 

R.B. Le Page in "Dialect in West Indian Literature." in Edward Baugh, (ed) 
Crirics on Caribbean Litcrafure. London: (George Allen and Unwin 
Publishers. 1978). pp. 123-129. 
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Ap;rrl 1ro111 t t ~ t a  ~ ~ ~ I ) I I ~ ; I I  i rr~plic;rtio~~ of the L V ; I I I  01' Jcr-rc.tio ;IS :I I?;rrrier to 
trcetlorr~. 1011 sorrgi I I I  torn1 ot I~;rll;utls, spiritlr;~li. work sor~gs. :rnd secular 
sor~gs  ;ire rl;~lur;~l \.c~hrclc for ~)c~c t ic  cxl)rcxsrorl for pcol)le who w;~rit "to 

these ;ire \011gs 01 c\l)c%rlcnce t l l rou~h  V I , ~ I I U ~ I  corrlposcrs ;11r(1 srr~ger-s share 
~ O I ~ I I I I ~ I I I ; I ~  s e r ~ \ c  01 t~; i~~pir iess  ;i11(1 s ; ~ ( l ~ ~ c \ i .  Poctrc~ ex1)resi~oIi is tticrefore 
~ ~ s c d  i r ~  ttlc rro\,cl ;is ; I  rrlotle of syr1111oli/iriy cxlic~icrlcc ;rr~d ;is ; I  rrrc;trls of 
c x p r - ~ > \ s ~ r ~ g  1 1 1 ~  sec~-et (11. ltie i1111t>r 11111rtl.  I O ~ I I I I I ~  1 1 1 ~  ri;rrr;~tor scc~r i s  to 
:~ppr -cc~; i~c  t t ~ ~ s  t;~ct L V ~ I L * I I  t i c  cct~ocs t l i ; ~ t  "or~c>'\ t t ~ ~ ~ r g t ~ t s  t l ) ,  0111 (111 ttlc wings 
(< 111s soll;!i." ([).10(>). \Vc 11111st t10\4,r\cr-. riotcs. ;IS N\vog;~ (1007: 123) 1)0111ts 

1 out t t ~ ; r t  i t  is not t t ~ e  \rrl~.jc'ct nl;rttcr 11i ; i t  rrr;ikes poetry. K;iLt~cr. " thel  
ex[)ressior~ is wtl:~l r;lrscs ttic srrl>Jcct rrr;rtlcr to ; I  ~ x ~ c t i c  Icvcl." In exl)rcssing 
the fcelillg (11' the ~ ~ c o l ~ l c .  Reid ;itlol)rs ;I slieci:il I ~ r ~ y ~ r i s t i c  p;ittcrri that 
e ~ p l o i t s  to ; I ( ~ L ; I I I ~ ; I ~ L ,  1 1 1 ~ :  L , ; I I I IC  ot <orr~i(Is : I I I ~  \v(~r .~l i  s~)c~cr;~Ily p ~ t t c r r ~ c d  to 
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r;iisc tllc strlycc,~ nl;iltcr to ; I  poetri level.' 
Apart fro~rr tlic poc'tic l'orl~l. the I;rrlgc~;~ge 11;~s ; I  st1-11111g sy111;i~tic 

~)ccul i ; i r~ty.  Arid the syrlt:ictic ri;itte1.11 whrctl the ;irt151 \e>lecti 111 specific 
s i t u ; ~ t ~ o r ~ s  is riot c ~ r l l > .  ;ill ~ r ~ d c x  01 tile soci;rl cl;tss of 111c \l)c;thcr I ~ r r t  1s Inore 
closely lirihcd 1v1tI1 the rolc the il~c;rkcr I\ playins ; \ I  rhc tlr11c. For ~llst:rrlce, 
));I J O ~ I I I .  just l);~ck fro111 1I1e (iut,  reports t11;1t "1);1\,1c t~c;rrtI>" (1).  O X )  and 
dcsi.~-il~illg ;I uolrl;i~l I;ttcr, Jotirlr~y says. "All reel ;rrltl u t ~ r t c ,  strc". I I I  sr;l~ldnrd 
Er~glistl 11s;lgc. tire l111hirig verb 111;iy h ;~vc  1)cc11 c r r ~ p l o y ~ d  to 111ik the \~rt?ject 
;iritf the corr~plc~rler~l l>ul, Irer-c. i t  ;ippc;rrs the coptlla c x ~ s t s  :I[ ttlc rrrrderlying 
levcl ! ~ u \  is tlcli11cr:rtcly dcleted :it the surlacc Icvcl to  disloc;ttc the 
ex~)cct;itior~s ot the re:~:lcr or listcrlcr ;~rld rhcrcfore forcgror~rid thii li~lsuistic 
t'e;~trir~ whictl gives pro~ri~ric~ncc I I I  tllc corr~l)lcnient. I 

Sirlcc 1hebrc is ;rl\v;i),.s ;I t ~ o r r c l ; ~ t ~ o r ~  I1c~1v:ccrl tlrc rlic to whrch the I;rligrnge 
is put and the for111 11 i ;~kes. 11 I S  ~ io t  surl)l-isilly 1t1;1t  Gartll's l;~rrgu;rge in the 
Wctlncsti;ry cotirt c :~sc of riotous dcrriolistr;rtioli 15 str-ictly 1cg;11 2nd 
tcchnic;11. .As Ilc. ple:~ds tvilh ttlc ril;~g~str-;~tc to rci>rcscrlt Irirliself ;rrlcl other 
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defen&ts, he points out that he is not just "a defendant in this case bui also 
a memkr of the Bar and a solicitor of the supreme Court of Jamaica. (pp. 
2834). And his ultimate aim is to prove that the defendants are "Ipso facto 
not guilty of riotous assembling" (p. 289). The prolixity of the language 
which is further studded with technical words is not an indication of a 
superior sociJ status. Rather, it is the usual form of the language of the legel 
pnctitioner who fights in his own way to free his people from the firm grip 
of the Crown authority. With Pastor Humphrey and his usual Sunday 
sermon, the religious overtone is clearly marked in "servants. be obedient to 
them ... as unto Christ" (p. 39). A good christian. the sermon suggests, 

obey constituted authorities hut it is equally implicit that his message 
projects the christian creed which emphasizes equality of men before God. 
The Jamaican struggle for the "new day" is a collective struggle which 
knows no age, creed or status. Therefore, when the spiritual head speiiks. he 
translates the moral code into language. when the uneducated common man 
speaks, his concern is not very much to portrny the niceties of the language 
as it is to exploit the nuances of meaning which his gutter language predicts. 
And when the educated and the socially advantaged few speak, they use 
language. not to consolidate their social superiority but to fight for the 
freedom and upliftrnent of all. 

Extensively employed in the novel also is a kind of word game, a pLiy on 
words to serve special adjectival functions. For instnnce, Johnny plays with 
"mouse-mouse Noarni" who is also a "hungry-belly Noami" (pi135). As 
Munael goes out with the canoe to see "if any fool-fool mullet" will mistake 
"cane-hail" for pear (p.70). Johnny's mother describes Zaccy as "a hurry 
come-up man" (p.126). This kind of word-game gives credence to. 
Ohiechina's ( 1975) observation that each speech community has her own 
traditional conventions of language use. This groupdetermined relevance to 
pattern receives group response because of its immediate relevance to the 
needs of the people. As the language presents excitement on the surface, it is 
important to note that underlying this excitement is a grim message arising 
from a life of reflection. And it is the grim message which the language 
cnrries that makes i t  function as an instrument of change. When Johnny, to 
descrihe the hopelesness of life in Jamaica during the three-year famine 
period, says that "thirst and hunger walk through our land". one feels excited 
at the utter violation of the selection restriction rule which predicts an 
animate subject for the verb. "walk" but it is more interesting to note that the 
author uses this syntactic foregrounding to paint a vivid picture of sordid 
living condition of the people of the time. Whatever the syntactic and 
phonological peculiarities of the language, they serve, not only a unique 
communimtive purpose but act also to liberate the community from those 
repressive vagaries from which it seek freedom. 

*pp,uently in line with this observation. Reid creates some syntactic 
Pttems that deviate from conventional word order of English syntax. Of 
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Ilic 11i111;11 o p c ~ ; ~ t o ~ -  I S  I I I I I I I ~ ~ I ; I [ ~ I ~  followed I)?  1 1 1 ~  WII-word. q i ~ ~ t c  unlike 
N.~ I : I I  ~ I ~ I ; I I I I S  111 ~ ~ o ~ i v c ~ i t i o ~ i ; ~ I  i r ~ t c ~ ~ o g : ~ t i v e  s c ~ \ t c ~ ~ c ~ ~  ~ ~ ; I I I C S I I .  BIII \+ tieri one 
rcrl1c1111~~1-s tl~at tlic :~utlror liirlted c;ulicr th;~t a.tr : i t  lie tries to do is to tr;lnsfer 
to I X I ~ ' ~ ~  ionre of the hc;~uty and hurnour of ttre people. onc feels that the 
s l r u c t ~ ~ r ; ~ l  pilttcrns ;uc p;rrt of the linguistic humour that hclps to srlstnin the 
;lc~troll. 

E q ~ ~ a l l y  curlolls ;IS :I fcature of the 1nngu;lge ot'thc novel is [>refixing of 
" ; I - "  1 0  t I i c  \.crl)\ to f o r r ~ ~  the continuous vcrh tcnsi~ L V I I I < , I ~  \\orlltl otherwise 
I)e rc l~rcer i t cd  hy tlrc "-ing" tor111. Tliis for~ri s ~ ~ r \ i v i . \  I I I  prc,icl,t day 
English, tiowever, I I I I ~  i t  1s not lirrriter! to the \,crl>\ ; I \  15 111c~ c;l\e iri tlrc novel. 
Eriglisl~ riourls Irhc 1001. fl;lr~lc. t)~,d ar~cl a fcxu otlri.s\ I I ; I \ L .  '"I" prctixed to 
therr~. 1 ~ 1 1  u,I~crl t l i : ~ t  I~ ; i lq )c~~s .  tlrc I ~ \ I I ~ I ; I I ~ I  \\or-il I \  1i\l1;111! ;i[lje>~.ti\~;~l or 
~idvcsl>i~~l  111 f ~ ~ r i e , ~ i o r ~ .  13~1t 111 c:i.\c\ \ v l ~ c % i ~ .  t o r  ~ r i \ t ; ~ ~ i c c .  

"I):rvlc corr~rner~ced n-sing too" (11.10) 
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"October son is a-shine on me" (p. 36) 

and "Na~mi is a-tellmethrough ..." @. 256). 
the verbs to which the "a-" is prefixed represent the "-ing forms. 

It  appears therefore, that Reid is aware that a writer's style is often 
expressed as much by the gr.mmatical slructures he prefers as by his choice 

of words.8 I t  is this awareness that probably guides his choice of words and 
the mngement of these words in linear progression to achieve a special 
effect. And i t  is this awareness that allows him the freedom to exploit the 
open but controlled linear progression of sounds and words to fashion a 
v , ~ e t y  of language that projects some linguistic features. The writer who 
does this. recognizes the validity of sentences "that are both new and 

for this is the basis of his comm~nication."~ In fact. the validity 
of such sentences allows for the kind of syntactic pattern and inversion 
noticed in this novel. When such unexpected inversions occur in Innguage, 
some linguistic items are usually brought into 'artistic focus. To a lnrge 
extent. Reid employs this art of "motivated prominence" l o  in NC>M) Dny to 
make the language function within the thematic framework as a potent 
instrument of change; this language being a vnriety that deviates in many 
ways, from the acknowledged pattern of stmdard English. But this v,ariety 
must not be dismissed as sub-standard since it is a direct result of the writer's 
response to a unique situation. 

One thing remains to be said about the language of the novel: that the 
language is reinforced with proverbs based on communal sayings and 
beliefs. And the use of these proverbs probably stems from the need to 
create a medium that is as heuristic as it is in~trurnental.~ l But it is equally 
relev,mt to remember, as Obiechina (19751 15) intimates, that "proverbs 
constitute a natural part of the speech of traditional societies."12 While the 
use of proverbs is not unique to Reid, it is pertinent to note that wherever 
proverbs are used, they are designed "to make the simple-minded wise" and 
to make those already wise to become wiser "by exploring the depths of 

* R. Chapman, Linguistics cmd Litcrcrturc. (London: Edward Arnold Publishers 
1973). p.44. 
Chapman, p. 47 

lo Chapman. p. 48 
M.A.K. Halliday, "Releveant tnodels of Language," pp.26-34 
E. Obiechina. Culture*. Tradition and Sociely in West African Nnvrl 
(Cambridge University Press. 1975). p. 1 15. 
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meaning in these nuggets of truth.13 Therefore. Johnny must have 
acquainted Garth with the history of his people in order to m&e him "run 
his race without forgetting his turnings" (p.259) and to make him understand 
also that "the higher monkey climbs. the more he exposes his underpart" 
(p.235). What can be more effective than the merger of theme and style 
(style used only as the linguistic idiosyncmcy of a wri~er) to carry the 
Jamaican folk-way as Reid does. 

Conclusion 

The piper has, so far. tried to show how Reid has actually put on paper the 
beauty and hurnour of his people. As to whether "the lnnguage of Now Drcy I 
is one of the novel's important ;ichievernents or a brave failure, Mervyn 1 
Morris. in the "Introduction" leaves us to decide. But if you agree. like 1 do. 
with Ralph Ellison that 

Behind each artist there stands a traditional 
sense of style. a sense of felt tension 
indicative of expressive completeness; a mode 
of humanizing realitv and of evolving a feeling 
of k ing  at home-in thrr world (and that) i t  is 
so~nelhing which the artist shares will1 the 
group ... 14 

we may then conclude that Reid feels at home and is therefore able lo 
manipulate the language with all the nuances of expression. The dialect is 
sustained ;LS an inslru~,lent of the desired change i d  one which helps Ihe 
reader to feel the texture of daily living in Jamaica. 

On n final note, the paper believes that since language is part of the 
social org,ulizntion of a people and since, according to Firth, the syste~natics 
of phonetics and phonology and of grammatical categories are ordered , 
schematic constructs or frarne of reference for the handling of events,l5 the 
success or failure of presentation of such events depends on effective use of 
language. Reid the mist is not only a mature in the community 
but one who hns the flexibility to perform linguisrically according to the 
sihlation in which he finds himself. 

l 3  Proverbs 14-(j in Tlrc, Cliilcirc,rr's Living HibIc, (Wheaton. Illinois: Tynodd' 
House Publishers. 1972). p. 709. 

l4 Ralph El:ison, "On Becorning o Writer" in Darwin Turner ed Black Anrericun 
I 

Litmure. Charles Merril Publishing Company, Ohio, 1970, p. 107. 
J.R. Firth. "Personality and Language in Society." in J.P.B. Allen and  it 
Corder. ed., The Edinburgh Course in Applied Linguisrics. Oxford University 
Press, Vol 1. 1972. p.15. 
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WALE OKEDjRAN 

After The Flood 

The storm rexhed lbadan at eight in the evening. S m i n g  with howls of 
wind and claps of thunder, the thunderstorm soon erupted. It was a sudden 
elect,ic moment in the otherwise placid night. 

"oh my God. What kind of thing is this?" Sade Lala hissed as she 
the curtains of her bedroom window to gaze outside. "I thought the 

reports said the possibility of rain was remote." she muttered to 
herself. Suddenly, jagged lightning streaks raced across the sky, briefly 
illuminating the blnnket of darkness outside. The thunder nred and the baby 
on the bed sLduted crying. 

"Sorry, Tomi hoy. I t  was the thunder eh." Sade said as she picked her 
three month old baby. Then she called out. "Beauty. Beauty!" When she 
didn't get any reply. she called again. A young girl of about fifteen years, 
dressed in  a faded cotton dress. came hurrying to the hedroom. her hands 
dripping with water. "Where were you when I called?" Sade asked. 

"I--]-- was in the kitchen and ---". 
"See your hands. Come on go and wipe them, then come and take the 

baby from me while 1 finish dressing!" Sade said angrily. 
Beauty soon took Tomi away and Sade went back to the dressing tahle. 

She turned hoth ways admiring herself in the mirror. The off-the-shoulder 
purple dress with slim figure especially just three months :~ftzr putting to 
bed. As the twenty-four year old bank worker adjusted the trendy looking 
earnings 'and choker, the doorbell r,ang. 

"It's aunty Nana", Beauty came to report. 
"Let her come in", Sade replied. 
"Sade! are you not ready'?" Nana Okolie remarked as she entered the 

bedroom. 
"Hello Nana" Sade said. "Nma--are -are you sure I should still go to 

this pnrty'? You know Bayo has travelled and I don't remember telling him 
about the party'?" 

"What are you saying, Sade? How can you miss my birthday party after 
all our prep.mtions'?" 
"I know Nana-and this rain. You know how unpredictable these housemaids 
Can sometimes be". 

"Don't wony Sade. The rain will soon stop and Bayo knows me well. 
He won't object to your coming to my p,utyW, Nana replied. 
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Reassured by her friend, Sndc quickly cumpletcd her dress~ng, dlshed 
out instructions to Beauty and left the house w~th her fnend. i Outside. i t  was raining heavily XT Nana's boyfriend Jarnch Buro shuny 
the car into the main rocid. 

"The rain is getting heavier. I just hope the Ogunpa river would no 
overflow it's b.mk again this year", Sade frightfully remarked. 

"Ha, come on Sade. Re1.m. How can this small rain cause a flood?" 
"I hope so Nma. You remember I~ow much last year's flood disturbea 

us. That's why I'm dways afraid every rainy season". 
"Don't worry Sade. Everything will he dl right". Nana replied. 
By the time the trio reached James' house at the other end of the city 

close to the university, the p;irty was ;rlready in full swing. On the dance 
floor, Sade was able to recognisc some of her friends from the bank. While 
some were in snug jeans and cute blouses, others wore exotic dresses with 
jewelry that shimmered and glittered. It  was the time of the oil boom in 
Nigeria and people were rich. Everybody seemed happy and the air was 
drowsy with the aroma of fragrant perfume, cigarette smoke md brndy. It. 
had been a long time since Sade attended a party, 2nd with the warm; 
comp;lny of her friends, she soon forgot her worries about the storm andl 
st.uted d;lncing. I 

Three hours later. i t  was still raining. Contrnry to what Nana said, t 
Ogunp:~ river could not conlain the torrential rainfall. 

As the win continued, the trickles and puddles on the roads flowed in 
the gutters hefore c:lscading into the muddy waters of the river whic 
coursed through the length of the city. To compound things, thick heaps 
rcfusc dumped into the river obstructed it's smooth flow, and before Ion 
the river broke it's hanks. The flood now swept across the land mass 
adjacent to the river's h:lnl;. washing away hridges, vehicles, houses and 
their occupants. 

Because the river took it's origin from the northern pan of the cit 
where it's flow was not powerful. houses in this neighhourhood. including 
James' house. were not :\L'Tected hy the flood. Thus, guests at Nana's party 
wcrc oblivious of the dis;~ster going on i n  the city. 

However, hy the ti~lle thc river reached the centre of the city where lhd 
inhabitants in defi;iljce of Town Planning Authority regulaiions had build 
houses close to hoth sidcs ol. the river, the damage was extensive. ~undredd 
of pcople were made hotncless. wllile many others whose number could nt 
be immcdintcly ;~scert;~ined were killed by falling walls. lightninl 
clcctrt~ution and drowning. 
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BY the timr the river $01 to the southern limits of the city where Sade Lala's 
house was situated. the velocity of the flood had become temfic and the 
water sm;~shed Into Sade's house. A sudden clap of thunder woke Beauty up 
where she slept with Tomi in the bedroom. Due to power failure, 
everywhere was dark. It W* after she had got used to the darkness that 
Beauty renlised that water was pouring into the room through the windows 
at an d,anning rate. Frightened and confused, the fifteen year old girl started 
scre,ming and shouting for help. By then, Tomi was also awake and he too 
was crying. 

Another streak of lightning exploded, bathing the girl in an eerie blue 
light. As she looked up, Beauty discovered that one of the walls in the room 
had collapsed outwards and water was now filling the room at a1,uming 
rate. 

Within minutes, the water had reached Beauty's waist. As she continued 
crying, a sudden bump at her waist made her look down. Floating beside her 
was the green plastic laundry bucket which she used for Tomi's clothes. The 
bucket which had :I spring mechanism that allowed the lid to shut tightly 
was ;lbout two feel In length and two feet in circumference. Because of the 
rising level of the water. Beauty's immediate concern was the safety of the 
baby whom she was now cnrrying in her i m s .  Suddenly, ,an idea occurred to 
her. Drawing the pl:lstic bucket nearer, she used her elbow to steady i t  while 
she opened the lid and gently dropped the baby inside as the lid snapped 
shut. 

At that moment. another clap of thunder mng out and the walls of the 
room c;lved in. Be:iuty was knocked unconscious hy a falling brick, while 
the bucket was swept through the opening to join the river which had 
completely overrun the house. 

Meanwhile. Snde had lost interest in Nana's party after some of the 
guests who h;id tried to go home had brought hack the news of the flood. 
"All the roads ;ire flooded. so we had to turn back," they had said. Sade was 
now terribly apprehensive about her baby. but it was not until the following 
morning thnt  Jnrnes and Nana tried to take her home. 

"Just rel;lx and everything will be all right". Nana said as she tried to 
calm her friend. Apart from the slightly flooded roads, nothing unusunl was 
noticed as James drove dong the Ring Road until he made ,an exit to connect 
Sade's neighhourhood of Molete. Suddenly, a long line of stationary cars on 
the road crrrne to view. A policeman came up to James. "No cars beyond 
'here. Drive down to the rourldahout and turn back", the officer said. 

"Why?" Sade asked. 
"The whole ;ire3 down there is flooded", the policeman replied. 
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"Wh;ht! - but I live thcrc". S:~de chn~rtcd 
I'he policeman started to say somett i i i~~ h ~ l t  111. I y.tric's 

l~ountcnmcc ruld quickly chiulged hrs mind. 
"Okay. You can get down here and join thc others crossinp the foot 

bridge", the man added. Quickly. Sade ,md Nana got down while Jnnies tried 
to find somewhere to park the car. 

It was when they got to the head of the footbridge that Sade looked 
down and had a glimpse of the devastation done by the flood. Through the 
drizzle that was still f:~lling, she could see tons of debris of household 
utensils, bricks, wood carcasses of dead animals littering everywhere. 1 
Several house and streets were all washed up by the flood. And as she look 
in the scene. Sade's heart sank. "Oh God, p l em keep niy h:lhy safe for me", 
she silently prayed as she and Nnna crossed the bridge. The little bit of 
conversation that floated to her hearing from the other pedestrians further 
compounded Sade's fears. 

I 
"They said a whole street was carried away by the flood". one fat 

woman in front of her said. "You should have seen human corpses as 
swollen as'elephanls", was her reply when Sade said she hoped nobody was 
killed. 

By the time they got to the other side of the bridge, Snde was almost 
crazy with apprehension. After looking round and finding the landscape 
strange, she frightfully approached a group of tense and sullen faced men 
standing nearby. "Crimson Street---please where is Crimson Street:'" She 
asked in a trembling voice. All she got as a form of reply was a shout 
"Behind you woman". from one lnrge hairy man who was still trying to 
salvage what seemed to be the remn'mts of his household furniture. 

As she again glanced round. Sade thought the man was joking. "It's 
Crimson Street I'm lookirlg for", she repeated. Then she looked again and 
taw the familiar red tiles of the roof and the front balcony of her house with 
it's green railings still hanging precariously in the flood. Then it hit her fully! 
- her house wzs under the water! 

Sade put her trembling hands on her head and gave a wild ringing 
scream. "No! No!. It can't be uue - where is my baby!" And before Nma 
who was already crying could do anything, Sade had leapt over the debris 
and jumped into the muddy water with a celerity remarkable for her sex. 
Half blinded from the drizzle nnd her own sweat, she kept plodding on in the 
direction of the collapsed house. Initially no one tried to stop her for their 
own minds and imaginations were momentarily arrested by the emotion of 
the moment. They also thought that she would soon realise the stupidity of 
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her s b n  and stop. However, when she got to the deep end of the rivu and 
slipped. Nana n n  to call the fire men who were nearby. 

"The woman is drowning", somebody now shouted as Sade's head 
suddenly disappeared into the water. However, seconds later, her head 
bobbed up again and she could still be seen advancing tow& the collapsed 
house, her body carried forward by the current of the flood. She soon 
reached the ruins of her former house and as the firemen closed in, Sade 
could be seen rummaging in the frothy brown water searching for her son. 

~ l l l f  m hour later with Sade safely in a hospital bed, a crowd gathered a 
few metres to where she had almost drowned. The object of their interest 
w;ls a green plastic bucket which had been found among the debris at the 
bank of the river. 

"I heard the baby's cries so I opened the lid,"one elderly man holding a 
shovel in his right hand said. 

"It's a mhcle", the woman who was holding the baby said. 
"Yes indeed. It's God's work", another woman added as Tomi Lala, wet 

and hungry. continued crying. 



Syr~t;rctic. I)r\i;rtiorr: An Inquir, Into .l'hr I.i~ng~r;rge O f  Ossie 
Enrk\rt.'\ "ilrohrn 1'0th" 

This p;lper c;rlls ;rttcrrtro~~ to tlrc v;rrrocrs cicvi;~t~orrs cri~ployctl hy Ossie 
Enekwe in his potbri~ - "Hrokc~r Pot\".  U'hile tlre device ot d e v ~ ; ~ t i o n s  
constitutes the nl;iin tlrr~r.<t of our css;~y. other signific.;rr~t lir~guistic str;rtegies 
therein ;ire ;rlso cx:rrr~ir~ctl with :I view to S I I O W ~ I I ~  1111 how this se~rsitive 
writer, at the virrious levels o f  lirlguistic. ;rs\oci:rtiorr. h;rs i!rr\urc(l t11;rt his 
re;~dcrs ;uc Icl/letl i r~lo the conscious~~css of Iris crc;rtivc ;rrt/vision. 

In her :rrticIc. " S ~ I I I ; I C I ~ C  d e v i : ~ t i o ~ ~  ;111(1 c o l ~ c s i o ~ ~ " .  Ire~le R .  F ; ~ ~ r l c y  notes 
th:~t "tlcvi;rtio~~ cre;rtcs tcrlsior~ ;rnd nlay retlucc t l ~ c  reduntl:~ncy o f  a 
st;rtcnIcrrt. hut w l ~ c r ~  repeated i r~ t r ; r ser r tc r~~i i ;~I I~~ i t  c:rrr rcrrrlorce 
ur~dcr-st;rr~clir~< I 

The sy~r t ;~c t ic  disloc.;rtiorrs 111 "Brokcr~ I 'o r"  ;ire protusc. highly 
effective. : r r~ t l  ~)rc~rr~irrerrt :IS tlrcy l'orcgrou~~d lllc ir11;rpcry of lllc [ ~ ) c I ' s  vision 
right ;I(  tire forccourl ol his rc:~dcrs. Tllc ticvi;~tions ;Ire corrcc~~rr;rtctl initially 
;it the skilfully cl~osen ~lrocl~fier-s th;~t rrot or~ly ;IL.I :IS ir~tcrrsificrs. ;rttriI~cltively 
crafted. hlrt slr~ithly sclccied Lor tlleir- senl;r~rtic ~~roI-r;rl~rlitic\. 

Thus / tho/  + I H ) S ~ I I I C ' ~ I  11111 
+ 11;1ug11ty (Ir111e) I)rrd\ 
+ cs;rwlin~ touc11 

cxl~il>it ;I ~ O I T I I ~ I O I I  I ' ~ ; I I I I ~ L ~  o f ' c o l l o c : ~ ~ i o ~ ~ ~ ~ l  tlrsIoc;~tio~r : I \  ( ; I )  t t ~ c  vcr-1);iIised 
;rdjective " h o s o ~ ~ ~ c d "  w11ic.h sl~oultl select ;IS 11s N (rrour~) or HLV ( l~c:~d-word)  
+ hurn;ln + f c ~ r ~ ; ~ l c ,  is holtlly t1c~i;rtctl sy~r!;~ctic;~lly 1)). rlro;~\~rrirr? i t  u'ith the 
lifeless structure (hill) to gcr1cr;rte - "hosonrccl hill": 
(h) "n ;~ugl~ ty" .  ;I dcternli~rcr th:rt rr;~tr~r;~lIy .;~~r.iotlr-r~s wit11 + hunlan - 

children. colloc:rtes with the 11oe1rr hir-0.v of irrtlctcrrlrir~;rtc tcrrll>eralnent 
to generate "naughty (little) birds": , 

(c) "cmwlir~g" - ;I verb il l  its progressive hue f'~rr~ctror~rng as  ; I I ~  :rttrihutive" 
rnodificr whictr sl~ould tlclirrrit ;I ~lourl + r r ~ ; ~ r l ~ r l ~ ; r l  + crcatrlrc - linrhs/legs 1 
is ;rllowed to h:rve ;rl~str;rctive nourl ;IS its he;~dwonl .  giving rise to .j 
"crawling touch". By tlrcsc corlsciocls sclectiol~s: "l>osorrled." structured : 
with hill forces the rc:\dc~- to Icl~rirr:~li/.c tllc collccpt ol' l ~ i l l  a r ~ d  infuse -; 

I .  1re11e K. F ~ ~ r l c y ,  " S ~ I I I ; I C I I C  Llc\ I : I I I I I I ~  : I I ICI  ( ' U ~ I C \ I O I I '  111 EA.wY,~ ;,I Modern , 

S l y l i ~ r i c . ~ .  ed., L)olrald C'. Frceln:l~l. I L ~ ) I I ~ I I I I  .IIIJ NCL+ Y o r k :  Mrtl~uen. 1981). 
p.. 123. 
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the physical atmhutes of a mature, fully blosomed woman into this 
lifeless object. The poet here leads us on to see the heavy bosomed 
&qture as having the possibility of bursting. In a sense, we are reminded 
of ripened mingo fruit or pawpaw, ready for plucking and equally 
standing the danger of falling to the ground and &maging. In the end, 
these possibilities are fully actualized as the virgins finally got "ripped" 
open when they lose their virginity. 
The deviation in the nominal sequence "naughty (little) birds" helps to 

reinforce understanding of the theme as the semantic implication of 
"naughty" quite suggests the feiu and the tension generated in the re,qder for 
the maidens as they are likely to "stumble", "prance", "crumble", "wreck" 

r$.; 
and "break" their pots. Again "crawling touch" as a group quickly suggests ' Ja 
a process that would ultimately yield to a flow. When then later in the poem, . ..! 
a virgin finally breaks her pot, earlier image generated by the sequence - ‘4 
cnwling touch - is reinforced and thus foregrounded. At this stage, one is '? 
reminded of Fairley's apt statement that "organisation and meaning depend 
upon syntactic deviation to the extent that correction of deviant sequences 4 
would irrep,mbly alter formal relations, causing a collapse of both unity and 
rhythm.2 " 

We further notice conservative and unusual sequencies in the verbal 
structures as "winding n.mow path srumbles", "squirrels prance" "wind 
runs" (in addition to possessing fingers), "fountain l in~ers" - a conscious 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic configurations that make syntactic deviation a 
linguistic motif in itself. 

Apart from these unusual collocational syntactic patterns, we find 
Enekwe fully experimenting with p.mllelisms at both the syntagmatic and 
pmdigmatic levels. Thus "hill" and "path" are syntagmatically and 
p,mdigmaticdly relitted as they share the identical structure: 
art+adj+N 
the + heiqvy + bosomed + hili 

and 
art+adj+adj+N 
the + winding + n'mow + path. 
Here, the poet encourages us to infuse sameness of meaning into the two 
lexicons, "path" and "hill". Any presence of antonimity is immediately 
neutralized. 

Again the adverbial clauses "where the squirrels prance" and "(where) 
the naughty little birds + twitter" are so effectively p.mlleled that we are 

* Irene Fairley . "Syntactic Deviation and Cohesion". p. 127. 
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Tiberias 
Epicene St Peter's fish 
lie in baskets undernc;lth 
a lakeside Turkish minaret. 
blunt and silent twenty ye;us. 

The Emperor of all the Jews 
camc to take the waters here 
whcrc pretty boys from Tcl Aviv 
now cruise the tourists on the pier. 

Tlic Sea of Galilee is cold: 
this hal~ny sulfurous air 
has Icft me feeling very old: 
Jorcl;in phosphors across the Inke. 

Elitntrt Ilarro\~irtz ~li(;rrrc Hatislrpi 

echocs on the ci;lrkencd watcr. 
Won't you slznd the night with me? 
Eros with ;in Uzi slung ... 
Smudgcd with light. ~lic IICW hotels 
spill (lark shadows on ttiosc hills. 
Strung with hulhs. excursion hoats 
sou~id their mournful foggy niguns. 

E/i (~t~/ t  H(~tistl/)i. 

You like hwd? Or to fuck me'? 

Please sir spend the night with me. 
The ancient chant will not abate: 
Shcckels. dollars. British pounds. 
Love lor s;llc with Yiddishkeit, 
Hebrew queers, ;\ Jcwish State. 

Jerusalem 
Just Ixlow Mount Scopus. 
in sight of A1 Akhbar Mosque. 
tlic tour bus skittered 
when a rock blew out 
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the w~ndow In the tioor. 
I'here were other ~nc~cienls: 

,I  prcttj young Palcstini,m 
in black leather 
got roughed up by Border Guxds 
at the Western Wall checkpoint 
hecause she lacked any ID: 
and a bomb was found 
i n  a trash bnrrel on Jabotinsky, 
cattycorners from our hotel. 

Christmas w,?s unseasonably sunny. 
The golden dome of the mosque 
glowed and shimmered under warm sun. 
and Jerusalem wns uns~3sonably warm 
;)rid golden from early morning into evening. 
The women in hl;lck demonstrated 
cvery Frid7y afternoon on Ben Yehuda Street, 
;~nd Christian, Moslem and Jew 
shared their r.mcorous glances. 
Everybody prayed for rain, 
hut no rain fell. The pre-recorded 
muzzein called five times a day, 
his cries punctuated by sonic booms 
nhove the Jaffa Road. F-16s so'ued 
like hnssids dong the hills of Moab. 

Homage to Isaac Babel 
I read and reread the stories of Isaac Babel, 
and the stories about Babel in Konstantin Paustovsky's 
"Yexs of Hope -- of his care with language, 
of making draft after draft. ""A comparison 
must be as accurate as a slide rule and as 
nnturnl ns the smell of fennel". 

Not only hecause we are both from Jewish fnmilies I find 
affinities with this long dead Soviet writer. He 
inspires me to try to be less slothful, 
and feckless. Here is a story I've made up about the great Babel. 

The year before his ,mest and dwth, I m c  
Babel journeyed to New York. He knew 
nobody in America, but was befriended by 
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my Aunt Esther when he went into her Cotton 
Shop in Orange New Jersey to buy a dress 
for his wife in Brussels. Esther invited my family to her house 
that Sunday to meet Babel. 

The man we saw was bald and goggle-eyed, and he laughed a lot, but 
nervously, and though he was a bit tubby, he ate very little of Esther's flanken 
for lunch. Afterwards my Uncle Max took him along to meet their neighbor, 
the prize fighter Tony (Two Ton) Galento. 

"What Joe Louis did to me, "Galento said. 
"shouldn't happen to Mussolini". 

"Mussolini:' Babel replied. "is D'Anunzio 
with the syph" 

We all sat under the grape arbor in 
my Aunt Esther's garden. Babel asked if we 
knew Buster Keaton or Joe Penna, and Esther 
said she personally didn't move in such circles. 

It wns a gay time, I think, 
for all except my father who seemed a 
little sour, and grumpy. 

Babel ,and my Aunt Esther were clearly lovers and 
he had done for her what no man 
until that moment ever could. My mother. Esther's 
younger sister, was anxious to flirt 
with this man Esther called with affection 
"Benyaleh." 

"Benyaleh," she said, "you sure you wouldn't 
like a glass of cream soda'?" 

"Trouble makers. The lot of you," said my father. 
Babel chatted with Uncle Max about how 
to pickle Baltic hemngs. "The importvlt thing," 
Max pointed out, "is there should be no vinegar. 
Just salt and dill, and a little mustard seed." 

"mybe so, maybe not," Babel said. "But mustard 
seed doesn't always do the trick. It 's like 
depending on Jesus Christ to produce an angel. One has 
to be audacious with spices and select 
only olive wood for the brurels." 

Then Babel took an interest in me. He missed 
his daughter in Brussels, he said, and 
though I was hardly a substilute l'd 
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have to do. 
He mid I really don't know how to talk with 

little boys anymore since the Cossacks. 
"Did you really fight and kill people?" I asked. 
"Mostly I just looked, and made notes to myself. I also had 

saddle sores." 
Its hard being in the saddle night and 

day," he said, "but worth it. Some can even 
make the gentile women happy that way." 

"Is that so hard?" I asked. 
"Its real work," Babel said. "Slave labour but also 

pleasure. Don't ever be a shirker, and you'll get rewards." 
He said I looked like I would chase women someday. 

"How do you know?" I asked. 
"In Odessa," he said, "a little boy like you 

is a rarity nowadays. We Soviets m ' t  
afford pampered brats. Too bad ... I was 
such a lad myself, but I grew up fast 
with the pogroms, and then came the 
Revolution. You remind me of myself when 
I was little. I had my first girlfriend 
only after I got married. I advise you 
not to follow that route. Be a good 
stout lad .and serve womankind, he said, 
and always come last." 

My mother and aunt were blushing and my fathex 
very angry to hive this said in front 
of the children. Just then Aunt Esther 
served tea and fruit, and shortly 
thereiifter Babel made his excuses. He 
would have to catch the Tube train back 
to New York. 

He stood up and shook my haand, a little 
balding tub, and short of breath from 
asthma. 

My father said "Just what the child needs, 
a role model." 

"He'll be dead within a year anyway," 
said Uncle Max. "A mouth like that in the 
Soviet Union puts you against a wall 
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with a hlindfold on your eyes." 
Babel disreg.uded such kibhitzers 

and spoke only to me: "Don't be slfcentered. You can't 
grow groats in a desert. Love life. A good Communist always waits 
his turn," he said. "Only Stalin is the exception and if that 
doesn't pmve the rule what will?" 

When I woke up Babel was dead in the Gulag, 
and my p.mnts long d c d ,  and Aunt 
Esther, and Uncle M,u, and "Two Ton" Tony Galento. 
A world that is no m o e  except in nostalgic 
TV documentaries on the Cable channels, and Babel's words in a 
book, consequently, still more 
vivid than my own. 

"A man should think twenty times before 
he decides to be a writer." 

All gone goneagain and gone while 
I suuggle even now to heed Babel's advice. 



CA. Pever-Ge 

Signifying Systems In Wole Soyinka's Kongi's Harvest 

'he paper explores the language in the text as a semiotic system and seeks 
o look at the signifying function of the various utterances in Kongi ' s  
fnrvest.  We will explore the interplay of a dialectics of performance text 
~nd dramatic text. and decipher the multiplicity of signs these contain and 
heir relationships. According to Annemnrie Heywood: 

Kongi's Hnrvest is t o ~ d  theatre, brilliantly 
structured to .miculae a dialectical confrontation 
of old and new. not so much through dramatic 
action, as by theatrical mans. The "Meming' is 
communicated by design, music, style of gesture, 
and delivery over and above the dialogue within 
the plot @. 46). 

The systems referred to above form the basic signifying elements in the 
lrnmatic textJperformance of this play. 

SIGNIFYING SYSTEMS 

It the same time, the autonomy and dependence on each other of both the 
lramatic and performance texts will be elucidated. Joseph Melancon asserts 
hat language becomes semiotic practice at the level of speech when 
anguage becomes discourse (p. 17). Semiotics can therefore be viewed here 
iom the angle of 'a setting into signs, a construction, a process of 
lignification, a "to be" @. 17). In the performance script of Kongi's H(itvest, 
herefore, can be seen the elements of music, costuming, dancing and of 
:owe, the linguistic signs brought out in a language [hat is highly poetic. 
The first signification is aural-the music- 'a roll of drums such as 
~ccompanies a national anthem'. The roll of drums signifies and becomes a 
lignification of the phenomena of a certain way of rolling drums in order for 
he signified to register fully in the consciousness of the spectator as 
epresenting a type. Oba Danlola and his retinue are revealed, as the lights 
:ome up on stage. The placement of the actors (in the three performances I 
lave watched) reveal a clear interplay of proxemic relations that signify the 
elationships in operation on stage. The dance that accompanies the anthem 
in Mr. Bayo Oduneye's produc'tion in 1965) is apparently choreographed 
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because clear indications could he seen of unanimous downward arid 
upward rythmic movements. in  n clearly synchronized and h'monions 
manner. 

The anthem sung clearly signifies the contrast between the expcctntion 
of the audience presently rising to honour their country (on occasion when 
the signification provokes this response) and the fare they we served. The 
reader of the text. seeing 'national anthem' written in the stage direction. 
expects to read the real life natio~~al anthem. while the spectator hexing the 
signal-mll of dru~ns as accompanying a national ,anthemt expects to listen to 
the actual anthem. But Soyinka uses this device to signify the disparity. 
within the state and the conflicts he sets out to expose. From the beginning. 
evidence of these disparities and conflicts have the desecration of the 
national anrhe~ii as their signifiers ~hrough the use of the aural and visual 
signs. 

The Iangunge used in the 'national anthem' signifies; i t  is poetic and 
estahlishes the cultural codes. especially in its use of proverbs, wise sayings 
and other motifs derived from the Yoruha tradition. 

The pot that will eat fat its hottom must he scorched ... 
(Korigi's H N ~ ~ I ~ ' . Y I , P .  6 I ) .  

Metaphors, similes and other tropes intermingle to signify within the 
dm11i;rtic world. Ihe obvious rift. conflict and contempt of a p.lrticulnr p.Wy 
(D,uilola's) for mother in the state. 

The hasic idea af conflict between the old order and new oraer is 
pursued lhroughout the text and certain classes form the basic backbone 
against which this conflict is played. Linguistic signs such as 'spumed' 

' snorted out','broken', etc, fonn some of these basic classes that are reflected 
in a constant interplay signs. 

Signification by use of the .set (which throughout the play remains a 
fixed feature except for semi-fixed movable items such as Oba ~anlolrr'sj 
throne and Segi's' night club etc) helps in establishing the idea of play as 
evidenced by the different levels on which the set is built. Oba Danlola and 
his retinue, Segi, Daodu (and the crowd in the night club), and Reformed 
Aweri, all play on the ground level while Kongi's 'retreat' is on a higher 
level, as steps lend to this setting. 

The v.uious systems - costume. movement, word. tone, facial mime, 
decor, accessories. etc. - d l  intermingle, comespond, md ostend themselves 
and are foregrounded within the different scenes. The clash between the two 
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"orders" (old and new) is evident in the signifying factors of royal 
dancelmilitary steps: royal and traditional regalidmilitary attire; poetic 
h 3 u a g e / e ~ ~ d a y  speech usage; and dignified cmiage/short stride military 
movements. 
According to Annem.arie Heywood: 

On Kongi's side movement is regimented, angular, 
machine like. Drill and marches: leaping up and 
sitting down (p. 48). 

The linguistic sign points to the roles of these parties with reference to the 
old Aweri as "A big name for little heads." Images signified at the ostension 
of the flag (turned costume) emit powerful connotations of "disregard for 
state", "the pride of the state is in shambles"; but the signification that 
proposes itself at the whipping off of the costume-flag, heightens the 
signified conflict. The action builds on the signification of the &owngrading 
of h e  'old order'. 

Discourse forms the basic unit of the senriotic thrust of the interplay 
signs - as language is used significantly both as signifier and signified. The 
significance of language is evidenced in the use of choice words to reveal 
the weakness of the new institution: (Child/rodent) as compared to the 
strength and resilence of the old institution; (awesomelthunder) especially in 
terms of spiritu;~l strength. The connotation is therefore obvious; thc 
physical strength is possessed by the new order but it is not by right, while 
the spiritual strength can only he received or got by inheritance. 

Signification is then basically in the use of words endowed with 
significance and these classemes are reflected as earlier stated, in different 
contexts within the play. Words such as driven/took/ate/first/royal 
cnnopy/silVsilk worm are key words used to state the allegation made 
against the old order and their defence has as its signifies words such 
as/witness/we never atelwe drew the poison/ etc. The linguistic sign. though 
foregrounding itself in the communication of the issues postulated in the 
text. is complemented by the interplay of the different visual signs, 
especially the gestural and also aural signs in the music. 

Reference to the 'last dance' in the first scene capitalises on the 
linguistic sign of last' to signify finality. This signification serves to set the 
tone and eventual exposition of the play. This 'Inst dance'. with its stow royal 
movements, helps to establish the linguistic signification. The picture 
presented is that of the coming to an end of an issue, or as the total picture is 
presented -- of a reign. The word and dance (a visual form) operate at the 
same time and complement each other to present a signified - solemnity, 
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which, tho&h an abstract term, is an emotion supposedly evbkeff by theece' 
systems. 

MUSIC as used in the scene in which Kongi appears is refemed to as a 
"chantw in complete disharmony with the royal music that accompanies Oba 
Danlola. All are connected to the signifierlsignified - Image. The signifier- 
image is a seme that runs the length of the play; its other forms are:f loves to 
act roles1/Ja flair far gestures'jour dignityl/,etc. The linguistic signification 
of image connotes all that Kongi is seeking, and to a lesser extent, his 
Reformed Aweri Fraternity. This signifying element (linguistic) emits a lot 
of signals that are summed up in  the following signifiers. 
lmagi/sur\tegistlparnphemalidpatriach/pstitive scientificism/. 

The night cluh scenes signify through the use of many stage systems, 
the hodies of the actors as these form configurations in space, including their 
dance movements. For the most pm, lighting ostends this setting by use of 
coloured bulbs and other elements which it highlights: make-up, costume. 
movements. gesture and the linguistic sign. The lighting system serves both 
as a sui-generis sign and points to the context of the action. 

Signification in this play is also realised through music .and song. The 
linguistic sign attaches itself to the mu.ic and lyrics sung in honour of Segi. 
Auditive. linguistic and visual signs intermingle to lend significance to this 
character Segi. The key signifying linguistic signs that reveal Segi's 
character are/elegmt/lady/fathomle~~l/fame/. Song, dance .and gesture flow 
into each other and hnrmonise with the linguistic signification. All the signs 
emitted - the recently closed cluh having twice its former number; strange 
facets of Segi's character contained within the song (whereby signifying 
through lyrical language), all help to build up the connotation of the 
'ominous. 

Scene switchings within the text are signified through different systems 
of signification with the change in the lighting system and the wailing, 
'Kongi Oh.' being placed intermittently at the peak of the hienrchy. 

Kongi's dictatorial tendencies are signified (among other various 
significations) through his capitalising on the signifier/dead/(when the 
secretary says of the Awewhey are practically dead/). He seemingly 
absorbs it literally (another signification of his single mindedness) and 
wonders alouds how any Aweri could be dead when he has not condemned 
any of them to death; and a more forceful signification of these dictatorial 
tendencies is presented by the immediate follow up of his wondering if he 
should (condemn them to death). 

The connotation that arises from the interplay of the systems in the 
:lbove scene - the actor's position. movement - the deliberate upstaging of 
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Kongi (in performance) by use of the various systems co6,notes that 
pandering to Kongi's ego is essential. This is in order to iignify his 
dict~torial attitude, meanness and egoism. Soyinka gives the pandering 
attitude full redisation in the chmcter of the Organising Secretn; ; ,and other 
characters. The Orgmising Secretary therefore serves as a sisn for the 
chancter Kongi. He is portrayed as fully aware of his leadcr .; love for 
underserved self esteem (an understatement) and fully exploi!. this to his 
advantage (that is, getting what he wants). 

The sign at the top of the hierarchy is obviously linguistic, ;I!!! the other 
systems merely help underscor~ the meaning of the utterances. 7 k.t: ch.mcter 
Kongi possesses characteristics that give him away as modellc~! along the 
lines of living persons in the actual world. 

The chant is foregrounded in the exchange between the Scr:etnry and 
Kongi and provides the thrust to expose Kongi's vulnerability 3rd mortality 
- which is fear. This is signified by Kongi's msertion of lack of :rust which 
connotes insecurity through the signifier - his refusal to ackn:,i?,ledge that 
the Capenter's Brigade which is his 'own creation' (and serves it.: :! sign that 
points to Kongi) could be loyal to him. The exchange hetweer: Kongi and 
Secretary brings into play mainly the rules of prosody as the .one varies. 
starting as .an assertion and ending on a hysterical note: 

KONGI: I am the spirit of Harvest. 
SECRETARY: Of course my Leiider, the matter is not in dl. w e .  
KONGI: I am the SPIRIT of Hrwest 
SECRETARY: Of course, my Leader 
KONGI: I am the spirit of HAM-VEST (p. 91) 

(The underlined words point to the emphasis as reflected in the i~.!:t). Within 
a textual analysis, it is clear that Soyinka lays out the intrr;.lay of the 
linguistic sign in a paradigmatic arrangement that has the 'an;' in Kongi's 
first utterance foregrounded (the writing of the word differs frei~. the rest of 
the utterance); in the second utterance the significance pain.:, to 'spirit' 
which in capitalised: and in the third, Harvest is foregrour:lied -- it  is 
capitalised ,and stressed. 

The paralinguistic feature 'sh' becomes the tool : , ~ r  visibly 
foregrounding the fear and cowardice of the man (Kongi) who !IXS hitherto 
declared himself 'Spirit of the H.uvestl. 

Kongi's hypocrisy (reflected in earlier scenes) blossoms fully into a 
harmonious blending of this earlier signification of hypocrisy i, hen Ko~igi 
insists that the reprieve he will p m t  to the condemned men n;.*:st Ix a Inst- 
minute reprieve. 
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Undercoding, as a deliberate ploy, can be seen as a ch,mcteristic feature of 
the earlier actions within the text. So many things are left unsaid, thereby 
demanding a greater decoding activity, involving supply of missing links 
from the specL7torlreader. There is an ominousness that surrounds some 
scenes such as those that involve Daodu and Segi. Many activities are 
presented as taking place the same night. One of Kongi's prisoners has 
hanged himself. and another, Segi's father. has escaped. All these form some 
of the surprise revelations of the text. His escape signifies that the plot of the 
play is yet to be resolved; in fact, it has become much more entangled. The 
sub-plot (that of the five men awaiting execution and Daodu and Segi's 
involvement) gradually gains in importance and becomes more interwoven 
within the basic plot of the play as emphasis is gradually removed from the 
conflict that hitherto has been denied a direct confrontation. 

Segib assenion that Daodu is the spirit of the Harvest is a signifier that 
clearly postulates Kongi's real oponent as Daodu. thereby lessening Oha 
Danlola's opposition. 

Signification in the second part of the play (Oba Danlola and Daodu's 
encounter) embodies a lot of the actions occuring on stage at the given 
moment and the idea embodied is complete when he refers to his act as 
'play-act'. This is therefore a play within a play situation but the mechanics 
Soyinka uses are too fine and subtle. The play-acting is therefore embodied 
within the chnrncter and the action and both are inexplicably intertwined. 

There is an interplay of culturnl codes as evidenced in the breaking of 
the drum by Daodu. These are presented as forming the basis for the 
decodification of the action. The action c.uried out by D d u  is explained ,as 
a taboo - the breaking of cultural codes. This signification explains the 
temble silence, and it connotes that by Daodu's act. he has 'split the gut of 
our make-believe.' According to Danlola the drums were already silenced a 
long time ago and this brings to mind the utterance:/This is the last our feet 
shdl dance together. Bogatyrev asserts that in a state of high emotion in a 
performance, the different elements either complement or supersede one 
another. Tnis cnn be seen in the various scenes as the praise-singing gives 
way to dancing, though it still complements the dance; the verbal is 
suspended and the non-verbal elements highlighted, etc. 

The humour that Dende provides in this play shows clearly Soyinh's 
interspersing of humour with the more grim and serious. But this 
lighthearted atmosphere that Dende contributes in evoking, and the gradual 
lessening of tension before introducing a higher tension. all reveal the 
techniques of the playwright. Dramatic conventions (reminiscent. to some 
extent, of the Fool in (I Shakespearean play) can therefore he seen to be at 
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11;1y i n  the creation of chancter, the ordering of events, and the overall 
;uucture of the play. 

The hnsic signification evidenced within the Harvest scene is both 
visunl and linguistic. But the linguistic signs brought into play here utilise 
tropes that are visual in nature and connote the differences that exist 
between the life-giving forces and death-giving forces. 

The gun-fire shots - an auml signifier acts as a sign that catalyses 
another sign - that of the resurgence of the signified isotopy - Kongi's fear. 
Coding of Kongi's fear is expressed through the stage directions: 'looks 
wildly around for some me'uls of protection'. The connotation is, those who 
dish out terror 'and commit atrocious acts are highly cowardly. There is an 
interplay of visual signs and from looking 'around wildly', there is a shift to 
(as Kongi gets information that makes him start to laugh) a laughter that 
becomes. a powerful signifier of 'malice', venom', 'revenge', etc. And this 
signification is underscored by the 'maniacal laughter'. The explanatory 
acting that follows this signification is that Segi's father has been shot dead - 
and the spectator's doxastic world is constructed - Kongi has 'triumphed' 
after all. a painful resolution on which to end the play. 

But the play does not end, Rather the festival begins in earnest with 
dulcing and all the actors, and spectators become celebrants. The spectator's 
construction of the dramatic world does not give thought to the possibility 
that the end result will be different, with the festivity being signified through 
dancing. ~(nging, eating and drinking. Kongi's actions during this signified 
festivity are basically gestural and the verbal element reflected in his 
reviling, declaiming, cursing, etc. connotes that he is a maniac. 

Segi's return. which in m,my productions acts as the 1 s t  scene (the 1965 
production and 1987 production - at Ibadan Arts Theatre, and the film 
versicn). raises some curiosity, espscidly at the closed copper salver, which 
is passed from hand to hand until it reaches Kongi's table. The object 
ostends itself and the signification here is visual but there cannot be any 
attempt at decodifying this iconic sign until the cover of the salver is thrown 
open by Segi at Kongi's table. In the salver is the head of an old man and 
this connotes (from already given information) Segi's father. Signification 
here is bxsicdly visual and has many connot?tions attached to it - Kongi as a 
death-giving force: Kongi ns deserving a fate no worse than the one he has 
inflicted on others, etc. Further connotations arise from these earlier 
implications. 

The ensuring scramble signifies movement away (and this implies) not 
so much from the "head" as from the death-giving force which stares at his 
atrocities in 'speechless terror'. There is then a sudden blackout. The 
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signification employs r n i ~ i n l y  visual signs in terms of kinesics, proxemic 
relations and other rel:rtionships between the set, objects and actors. Vnrious 
interpretations and connotations arise from this sudden blackout. The most 
obvious is that Kongi cannot rule anymore because all the citizens have 
either fled or are fleeing (ns we see in the Hangover). 

As Obn Danlola and the Secretary part ways, the play ends on a mixture 
of the royal music and the anthem. This signifies the theme of the play (and 
the uncerL7in resolution of the fight between the two forces). The abrupt 
ending of the aural signification (music) and the iron grating that hits the 
ground with a loud, final clang signify the events that have been passed 
through. The connoL?tion that we glimpse is that dictatorship is not 
completely over yet. 

If  we agree with Gossman (1976) that the performance is more than a 
mere translation, then in K o n ~ i ' s  Harvest can be seen the putting of a 
'message into a context', and it is only through this context that the meaning 
is acquired. The text of Kon~ i ' s  Harvest is, therefore, as clearly elucidated. 
one among the many signifying systems of the performance, since it 
provides the basis for the verbal meswge. 

Signs in  K o n ~ i ' s  Harvesr can be seen to play both conventional and 
non-representational functions. Conventional signs are evident in the clear 
depiction of certain characters as types, in the costuming, language and stage 
design. The non-representational fsui generis) signs can be seen also in the 
costuming and manner of speech, the decor and stage gestures (all these 
intermingle to signify to the audience at particular instances that the 
perforrna:~ce is a play) - as is evident for example, in Dende's scene with the 
Secret,uy ;nd Captain. 

Conclusion: 

The several semiotic systems identified as signifying in K o n ~ i ' s  Harvest 
have been divided into the broadly general-verbal signs and non-verbal 
signs. The verbal signs are referred to as linguistic systems, and the non- 
verbal. visual systems. The aural systems fall into either of the above. The 
linguistic systems are concerned with the language; the visual with the 
iconic renditions (these include the set design, costuming, the gestural, 
movelnent iu~d other objects that signify visually); and the aural with sounds 
(for example, thundering, etc). 
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TOYIN ADEWALE 

A Poster 

Within you 
Verdant hills tease a thunderous waterfall heneath the CWOPY 
of a potent sky. 
A sun, the shade of mischief 
Pours a w.m morning on steep mountain paths - 
D m  I climb? 
To the heady songs 
Of a different thousand birds. a thoumnd different leaves to 
hug pexe words 
whose lips root soul-deep 
at the querulous waters 
where there's full fruit. 

After Song 
Today. I roar like a loose lion 
hungry to prowl the morning kilometres of sundawn 
but steel clangs in; 
b,m me, binds me. unbinds me. 
You are the restraint 
The crucial divorce from leaden chains 
The nnrrow path that urgently commands my presence. 
You are the challenge that won't let me grieve 
Today, you are a cage, my great freedom. 
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PETER NAZARETH 

Papa's Cot a Brand New 8ag 

Running away. Wanderlust. Having come to this theme yet once again, 
memory plays a trick on me. From her comer Shehru throws a wink at 
me ... and do I imagine that the gaping mouth with its sisal moustxhe 
hns a silent laugh on its thin old lips.. .'? 

The question that comes to mind is: in coming here, have I 
followed a destiny'? Satisfied a wanderlust that runs in the blood'? Or do I 
seek in genes merely an excuse for weakness. an inability to resolve 
situations'? Perhaps i t  is this weakness that's in the blood: can you 
distinguish such wedcness from wanderlust'? When does a situation 
become impossihle enough to justify escape'? 

I too have run away. absconded. And reaching this grim basement, I 
stopped to examine the collective memory - this spongy, disconnected, 
often incoherent accretion of stories over generations. like the k m a  a 
soul acquires, over many incarnations, the sins and merits, until in its 
final stages it lumbers along top-heavy with its accumulations, 
desperately seeking absolution. 

I, like my forefathers hefore me, have run away. But what a price 
they paid. Dhanji Govindji. his self-respect and his sanity. His son, the 
joys of family life, the security of community life. My father Juma. I 
don't know what price he paid for running away - it was Hassam Pirbai 
who paid the cash price - but he did pay a price for coming hack. He 
joined his lormentors. And in joining them he lost his compassion for 
those of whom he was also a part - if only a quarter. Perhaps I judge too 
harshly. (M.G. .Vass;mnji, The Gunny Sack, Hinemann. 1989, pp. 
65/66) 
The concerns of The Gunny Sack stand revealed here: the running away 

.syndrome or imperative, the question of memory, the need to accept oneis 
inheritance, the existence of syncretism. and the possibility of moral choice. 
What gives the extract force is that we know that the nnrrntor is a Tanzanian. 
Enst African Asian who has an unrecognized African ancestor through his 
father. The problem of memory then is not 0hly a personal one but also one 
of the two ancestries, the Asinn and the less clear Africnn. And everything is 
contained in the gunny sack which he names Shehrhqnoo, Shehru for short, 
like Sheherezade, the storyteller of the classic Arab Muslim work of fiction. 
The gunny sack has ben left to Salim by the old woman Ji Bai, after whom 
the first pnrt of the novel is named. The above extract suggests syncretism 
because Salim is a Muslim yet he is talking of reincarnation. a Hindu 
concept. His people, a fictional group of Shiite Muslims called Shamshis, 
very much like the Ismilis, were Hinduswho became Muslim in India. Is it 
fate or history that the East African Asian must run away from'? 
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The narratoi of Vassan~l's novel is in exile in  n M'cstern country, like the 
nnrrator of lrry In 11 Brown Montlc. My novel was pr~hliched 17 ye;irs hcforc 
Vassanji's: i t  i.; inevitahlc that h i h  rrvvcl he l~nked to an earlier East African 
Asian novel: in both novels, the protagonist says he is going to begin at the 
beginning, and that beginning is wary in the past in India. But there is also a 
connection with 'mother East African Asian novel, published nine months 
before mine: Bahadur Tejani's Day After Tomorrow. Early in Tejani's novel, 
reference is made to a baby with an Asian father and an African mother. 
Another connection with Tejani is that Vassanji calls his community 
"Shamshis" while Tejani calls his protagonist "Shnmsher." (Both novelists 
are Ismaili.) 

A novelistic response to other novels is legitimate. Salim is the name 
of Rushdie's protagonist in Midnight's Chilrlretl and of Naipnul's in his a 
Bend in the River. Vassanji takes his novel in a different direction from all 
four novels, however. His protagonist's family has come so e;irly to East 
Africa, via Zinzibar, that many generations are born in Africa. There is a 
shadowy African great-grandmother, Bibi Taratibu in the background. My 
proti?gonist's father's background is that of the civil service while Vnssanji's, 
like Tejani's, is the one most dumped on by East Africans, the dukawallah. 

Focusing on the Asian experience in East Africa from early times. ThcJ 
Gunny Suck covers Zinzibru, Tangmyik'flanzinia, Kenya ,and Ugnnda. The 
protagonist, Salim, is an Asinn, actuilly a Gujarati but he has some African 
ancestry, and thus the novel shows the interaction between Asians and 
Africans in ways that have not been sufficiently recognized in the past. 

is self-critical, critical of his Asian group, and (sometimes) critical of 
Africans, with a warm sense of humor that makes the criticism acceptiible. 
The first word in T h i t l ~ s  Fnll Apclrr shows its focus: "Okonkwo". The same 
is true of Vassanji's novel: the word is "Memory." Salim wants to find out 
more about his father who died when he was four. He feels responsible for 
the death of his father so he tries to communicate with his father by going 
with his gang, the Famous Five, named after a popular English series, to a 
man who could communicate with the dead. This fails but it leads to Ji Bai's 
tiilking to Salim and telling him stories of the past. And this is why Ji Bai 
leaves the gunny sack to Salim at her death. His desire to know about his 
father means he must find out as well about his grandfather, great-grandfather 
and great-grandmother. The gunny sack contains everything Salim needs to 
find out about the past, to trigger off his creative imagination, Memory has 
to do with family and with history and different countries. But Salim 
belongs to a generation which wants to forget the past. Add to this the fact 
that it is considered emb.mssing for an Asinn fnmily to recognize African 
ancestry. When Aziz. Ji Bai's grandnephew, brings the gunny sack to Salim. 
he tells Salim that his family wants him to bum it, " to bury the past." But 
Ji B i  had known from the way Salim had tried to contiict the spirit of his 
father that he wanted to know about the past, that he knew the past had 
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something of value. The gunny sack becomes a womb giving birth to 
everything, to a story, so it has a woman's name. 

"Memory" is the word, and the whole story told by Sdim is a struggle 
with memory. The first part of the novel is clogged and difficult, just as 
memory struggles to recall things from the distant past, from childhood, 
from scraps of stories. The story gets clearer when we get to the present 
time because memory itself is clearing up. Part of the difficulty is that 
Salim's ancestors were always on the move, from India to Zanzibar to a 
small town in Tanganyika to Kenya when the Germans were losing and back 
to Tanzania. Juma, the father, had run away and gone to India but was not 
permitted to land: he only saw Bombay through a porthole (the scene being 
compmble to Dr. Aziz examining a woman through a hole in a cloth in 
Midnight's Children). The purpose of the struggle with memory is both to 
remember and to find a way of breaking from the cycle. 

Salim lacks a father. His mother, Kulsum, after whom the second 
section is named, brings up her children herself. She does not get married 
again because she would have to give up the children. Two father-figures 
turn up. both, we discover later, in love with Kulsum but never adimtting it 
to her or others: one a Goan, called "Uncle Goa" by Salim. and the other an 
African. Edward Bin Hadith, "Edward son of Story." Edward introduces 
Salim to Africa, African diincing, African storytelling ,and the rabbit trickster 
figure. 

Uncle Goa too is responsible for taking Sdim to the heat of Africa. He 
takes Salim to school and puts down on the form the name "Juma" as the 
name i;f the father. When Salim is selected for national service, he is not 
sent to areas where Asians are sent but into the interior, where Africans go, 
because " Sdim Juma Huseni" must be an African. 

Failing to get out of being sent to the interior, Salim takes his trunk: 
You were told (by those, and there were many, who claimed to be 

in the know) before embarking on your journey to camp to take with 
you a large, iron trunk. In it to put away some of life's exigencies that 
could come in handy: a suit and some decent clothes for the times when 
you would go to town, canned food, such as corned beef and beans. not 
to forget chevdo and gathia and ladoos ... and, oh yes, toilet paper: a :. .;t 
- what they gave you was more like sandpaper. You were told to . . k 
the contents inside this trunk with a heavy-duty steel padlock. And it 
should be so heavy, this trunk, it should not be easy to walk away 
with. 

I took the big, back trunk that lay under Kulsum's bed all these 
years, my father Juma's trunk constructed by some long-forgotten Bohra 
tinsmith in Momhasa at the turn of the century, that had travelled with 
him from Kibwzi to Nairobi and later carried his bride Kulsim's 

, belongings from Momb =...then loaned to Ali Chrrcha for his home- 
leave to India on the SS Amra, for which service my father received the 
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three Kashmiri d~ggers. Under Kulsum's bed it contained all sons of 
knickknacks; a corset we would sometimes open without $lying a word, 
a brassiere pad, soft ,and spongy we would put our cheeks and nose to, a 
compact, a motheaten velvet clutch purse, a Taj Mahal with its 
columns broken. the sword, a piece of tarpaulin, a khaki cap probably a 
police officer's, not unlike the one Inspector Kumar had worn. All these 
were hastily poured into a suitcase and room made for my s~fari inland 
(pp. 1991200). 
The trunk is all kinds of thing: family history, storage bin, the city in 

the country, but most of all, it is a way of keeping locked away fron the 
openness of Africa. Once Salim gets into the interior. the sentry, "a thin 
bony-faced Mnngati youth". makes him run with the trunk: and he runs "like 
an unstable donkey, a pregn,mt camel". Salim s~ys ,  we Indians have barged 
into Africa with out big black trunk, and every time i t  comes in our way. 
Do we need it? I should have come with a small bag, a rucksack." Or one 
could say a gunny sack, wbich is flexible enough to contain everything and 
yet it is light. 

Sdim's story takes place in a real world, and thus the story is full  of 
historucal events: the Maji Maji revolution, ruthless German rule in 
Tanganyka, the defeat of the Germans in the First world war, the Mau Mau 
movement in Kenya, the Zanzibar revolution, the army uprising in 
Tanz,mia, the Arusha Declaration and the expulsion of Asians by Amin ... 
One notes that the attitude of Snlim to Mau Mau seems to be the diametric 
opposite of that of Ngugi wa Thiong'o in his novels: here, the people, 
chiefly Asi'ans and Europeans, see the Mnu Mau as murderers ,and thugs. But 
this is presented as a subjective view: the language reveals that Vassanji's 
attitude is different. when the British soldiers arrived, "the Europeiins waved, 
Asians heaved sigh of relief." @. 75) After the family of the Bucks is kiled 
by Mau Mau, "Civilised Nairobi was sickened." (p. 76). And "In all cases 
suspicious-looking Kikuyus were taken away in caged trucks like wild 
animals to a zoo." @. 77) The phrases. "heaved sighs of relief', "civilised" 
and "like wild animals in a zoo" are loaded, Salim's father betrays M,uy. the 
Kikuyu woman who had become his adoptive mother taking the role of the 
mysterious Taratibu: she comes to him for help to hide her son from the 
British, but the father tells the British where he is hiding and he is taken 
away. "We never SIW M'uy again." says Sdim. "Perphaps she too was tnken 
away, to be screened. detained even. Was she a Mau Mau sympathiser'? What 
did we know of her - a Friend from ,mother world who came periodically and 
then once at night in an hour of need - whose memory we now cany branded 
forever in our conscience ..." (p. 78). This betrayal is like one in A GI-air1 of 
Wheat. 

The novel gives us very precise dates for historical events, but points 
out that internal memory operates differntly: "November 23, 1963. Dates 
become important: you redise now why they invented the calender - to turn 
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events into dates, the artefacts, the knicknacks of yesterday that you store 
away in your gunny somewhere ..." @. 173) So what does the gunny sack 
do'  It brings out things which trigger off memory. It frequently does this by 
bringing up memories of people who at various points in Salim;'~ life, 
asked questions or did things that afected both his life and his later 
understanding of it. For examle. quite early, we have the white teacher little 
Salim was in love with, Miss Penny who later bcame Mrs Gaunt so Salim 
remembers her as "Miss Penny Mrs Gaunt", asking, "Where are you from'? 
Begin at the beginning." Later. there is Edward bin Hadith telling stories 
such as how Dar es Salaam got its name, thus affecting the story that Salim 
is telling because he learns that everything is important. Unlike most Third 
World radicals of the sixties, and Salmn Rushdie. Vassanji believes that 
everything is relevant if it has impinged on one's life and consciousness: 
Salim talks of political events and of Charlie Chaplin, Elvis. Cliff and Pat 
Boone. "History", that is, "his story, "must include everything. not only the 
formal stuff Sona is researching. 

Salim tells a multicultunl story, a story that was only made possible 
by his living in Dar es Sal.mm, where the &fferent r'.~ces intermingle. instead 
of N'airobi, where the family once was, where people are separate. 

The thousand faces of kariakoo ... From the quiet and cool, shady and 
duk inside of the shop you could see them through the rectangular 
doorframe as on a wide, silent cinema screen: vendors, hawkers, 
peddlers. asknris. thieves, beggars and other more ordin'uy pedestrians 
making their way in the dust and the blinding glare and the heat, in  
kanzus, msuris, cutoffs, shorts, khaki or white uniforms, khangas, 
frocks, buibuis, frock-pachedis ... African, Asian, Abra; Hindu, Khoja, 
Memon, Shamshi; Masai. Makonde, Swahili ... men and wonlen of 
different shades and hues and beliefs. The image of quiet, leafy suburbia 
impressed on the mind, of Nairobi's Desai road, cracked in the heat of 
DN into a mynad refracting fragments, each a world unto its own. (pp. 
8516 
Each item the gunny sack gives up, each place Salim has been to, 

produces a different memory, a different piece of the jigsaw puzzle. This is 
why the story goes backwards and forwards, covering the same ground but 
differently. Salim feels he killed his father because of something he did and 
he must re-establish his relationship with his father: he must be about his 
father's business. Hence the two father-figures and the various mother- and 
lover- figures (includng the real mother). Can a critical essay do justice to 
this novel without itself going backwards and forwards. going over the same 
mterial differently'? A challenge is being thrown out to modes of writing: 
conventional ways of writing will distort the story. The conplexity is 
teveded in the fight among the family women in Parklands: 

A wiu of words followed. 



The high culture these ladies had picked up in this most european of 
east African cities, their new snobbishness, was cast aside, and they 
were hack in  their elemental form. Here was not Parklands and N g m  
anymore hut the alleys of Mombnsa and Zanzibar. the villages of Cutch 
and Kathiawad. (p. 72) 
The result is a radical consciousness. The story of Tanganyika is so 

much hetter than the one of Zanzibar, Kenya or Uganda. Yet there are 
implied questions. When it came, "Independence was painless", and Salim 
repats this phnse (p. 156). But we know from Fanon that true independence 
is painful. When c,mdidates run for elections, people of different nces run on 
the TANU platform. which is good: but Fateh the coalseller runs for the 
election with the rabbit as his symbol. He loses; given the rabbit symbol, 
knowing the rabit is a trickster, we know that the workers are being left out 
of the independence process. Salim knows that he is compromised by the 
colonial rulers: his family had believed the German rulers of Tanzania and 
had lost all their money, and he cannot help rooting for Britain, the 
erstwhile ruler. But what is the story if one does not tell the truth'? National 
service opens him up to a consciousness of the would, thanks to Amina and 
to his meeting up with a tough officer, his former fellow-student, Shivji 
Shame, who had found himself though the service; but for Alu Poni, the 
service has had the opposite effect, making him pro-west, Pro-America, Pro- 
C.I.A. Salim pursues truth. He has a serious discussion with Amina: 

"Why do you call me 'Indian'? I too ,am an African. 
I was born here. My father was born here- even my grandfather!" 
"And then? Beyond that? What did they come to do, these ancestors 

of yours' Can you tell me? Perhaps you don't know. Perhaps you 
conveniently forgot - They finnnced the slave trade!" 

"Not all of them -" 
"Enough of them!" 
... And what of your Swnhili ancestors, Amina'? If mine financed the 

slave trade. yours mn it. i t  was your people who took guns 'and whips 
and burnt villages in the interior, who brougt back boys and girls in 
chains to Bagamoyo. Not all, you too will my ... (p. 21 1) 
The last response to Amina comes as he tells his story, not as he is 

speaking to her. Here is a turnaround: he becomes the accuser because his 
great-grandmother was ;i (freed) slave. the possibility of exploiter/exploited I 

exists in the same person. and to cl:iirn innocence as a victim of history is a 
lie. Amiah has stressed the complicity of greedy members of the ruling elite 
in the slave trade. Salim's.accusation is credible because he recognizes his 
own guilt. 1 

As with the end of I n  n Bnjw~n Mczntle, the last sentence is imcomplete, .! 
leaving open the prospect of the return of the proL?gonist to Africa, which is 
home. Vass:inji's Snlim is very diiferent from Nipaul's. In Naipaul's novel, 
Salim is also the son of ,m Asian businessman from East Africa. He too i 
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moves into the interior and eventually runs to the West. But in his case, he 
m a i n s  isolted, cut off from any profound interntion with Africa except an 
exploitative one.. Vassnnji's Salim sees everything as part of interactive 
culture, even movies and pop music. What we have heard. seen and 
experienced is piut of our culture, no mater where it came from: and out of 
the mix, we can choose. as Soyinka has argued (and The Road proves), 
everything that is absorbed, even under colonialism, is so becuse one's 
culture has a matrix, like a spiders web. This means that we see a whole 
range of chmctrers in the gunny sack we have not met in East African 
fiction before. Being a "half-caste" is positive. Salim recognizes this as he 
tells his story in the West. pondering over letters he has received from the 
freed Amina and the daughter Amina. Salim transforms his father's 
inheritance. The gunny sack has given birth to a new self. and he now is a 
father himself, lcwing a differnt inheritane to his child daughter, who is 
waiting for him in Africa. Her name, like that of his lover, is a reworking 
of'AminaW. In embracing his Anima. he is seeking wholeness. "The running 
must stop now. Amina." he says. "The cycle of escape and rebirth, 
uprooting .and regeneration. must c a s e  in me. Let this be the last runaway, 
returned. with one last. quixotic drenm." 
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TOYIN ADEWALE 

Sister 

Those legs just had to be hers. The billowing skirt too. Standing where the 
stairme turns sharply into the outer arena and waiting for the poet, I sight 
her legs. Striding, she comes into complete view, the familiar smh, the 
always present head-band, eyes ever so ready to dam. Slowly, I melt into her 
hug. 

"Folu", she gets my name wrong and I don't make to correct her. "when 
did you come?" 

"Just a few minutes ago", I tell her, "say, you're looking good. Bright 
smile and all". I tell her I've come to chase the poet for an interview. "You 
know, how he manages to pick up poetry from grass at his feet and all that. I 
mightn't stay the night though, unless there's a blue moon spectacular 
enough to grip me". We soon separate, appointing to meet again in three 
hours time. 

Meanwhile I see the poet. We talk and again, I'm struck by his gift for 
speech. his capacity to exude the freshness of the word so much so that new 
things happen to his listeners. Trying to net him into a controversi;ll corner, 1 
ask, "What by your own judgement should be the thematic core of the 
serious word?" He laughs and I feel small. 

"The word cannot be bound like a cluster of broom sticks. It heaves like 
the sea. A man writes a word, the word looms larger than him. I say, let all 
be written. Love stories, thrillers, all poetry, all dnma Let the word flow". 

Smart guy! Reid slippery smart. I probe further, "Let all be written, will 
you write all?" 

"By writing all, I don't say throw life or craft to the trash can, I mean 
let's aesthetically speak for the auth  of our world". He smiles and his smile 
makes him look mischevious in a vulnerable baby sense. 

I search his eyes hoping to find revealed in them some major angles. I 
find no new treasure and I get ready to leave. Why not rehearse my 
minimum French? "Au Revoir, Mr. Poet. Merci, thanks for the time we've 
spent tallring. 

"You're welcome young lady" As if he were much older than I... 
I step into the shadeless sun and laugh as the days cruise into the past in 

my memory. The incident? AnIrish acquaintance of mine scratching his ium 
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and peeling from the heat of a nonchalant Lagos noon. It was a sight i once 
piteous and funny. As I walk towards her hall, the university's sight loom 
before and around me. I spot a students' c m i v a l ,  their queen, naive, 
fearfully rides a horse. Joy-drunk boys shout their chant, "Up Lagos, down 
with the forces of oppression," and I sense a sincere faith in their own 
personal truth. I soon get to her hall and trace those steps I remember her 
once taking me through. I step into the comdor leading to her mom, what 
her room number is, I don't remember. I walk slowly, peeping into room 
after room. Perharps, I'll see her face through one of the open windows. I 
r e x h  the end of the corridor, only failure. I turn back. At the middle of the 
corridor, I m,ake bold to enter the room on my left to ask after her. As 1 
knock, it is her voice I hear beckoning me in. I walk in and d o  not say I 
missed my way. I brightly smile. 

"Hi, back from your lecture?" 
"Yes, sit down. How did the interview go?" 
"Fine. I got some material to delight my editor and e m  

"me my overdue leave" 
"You look w e i i e d  out, let me get you a cold coke. 

"You can't beat the feeling, you know" 
"My dear, a glass of ice-cold water beats coke hands 

down .my day. Just get me some cold water". 

She has no refrigerator and she goes out to get the water. F m  where, I 
do  not ask. 

I look around her walls. Nothing's new. I see she's still keeping her old 
birthday cards. Boob ,  a bible, perfume and those other ingredients that help 
make a woman lie around in compact disorder. Her room looks like home, 
lived in. Pots tucked under the bed, slippers peeping from under her 
.armchair. I move to the table and meet an unfinished poem, and I skim 
through the opening lines. 

"Hug me 
in the dazzling sunlight 
to the chorus of morning birds ..." 

I smile. Sola! She comes in with the water. Gratefully, I gulp it, then 
mischeviously ask, "writing a poem for a new flame'?" 

She responds shyly, "Sorting out myself you might say and Fola, (this 
time she gets my name right), you m ' t  leave today. There iue some new 
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poems of mine I'd like you to see and I know it's no use letting you take 
them back to Lagos. You'd be too busy there to look at them. "So now you're 
here, 1 ain't gonna let you go." 

"All right", I give in quite readily, "travelling back to Lagos in this hot 
sun isn't an attractive prospect, besides, I'm not n q e d  in the office till 
tomorrow afternoon". She smiles happily and I continue, "I might as well 
use the opportunity to search for a nail file in the University shopping 
complex. Would you like to come along'?" she nods and slips on her 
sneakers. 

... We get to the shopping complex and I find the nail file in the first 
shop we enter. It's selling for N7.50 but I'm hungry for window shopping. I 
turn to her "why not let's look in some other stores'?, We might find it 
cheaper". She agrees. We lave and enter the next shop, where it's selling for 
N6. "Nigeria", I exchim, "just the next shop and there's already a N1.50 
difference". I pick the nail file and almost move to pay for it but I feel in my 
bones that somewhere, among the shops still ahead. I'I get it cheaper. I drop 
it and we.look around the shop instead. I caress designer perfumes, Chloe' 
Anais Anais. alas, I'm too poor to buy any. With a regretful sigh, I pull her 
by the hand and we leave for the next shop. By the right side of the next 
shop door and looking in through the glass are three little boys gazing 
desirously at the displayed toys. One of them is canying a bottle that draws 
my attention, I look closer. It's a mini aquarium! 

"It is," he replies, "for ten naira" 
I take the bottle from his hands and look close. Inside five little fishes 

are having a fishy ball over little rocks. My office desk would appreciate 
their presence. I tell the boy, "Son, take eight naira" 

"All right", he says 
"How about six nairn'" 
"No auntie!, rememher I'm selling it with the bottle and 

bottles are expensive, you know". 
I insist, "Six naira. son". 
"All right", he accepts and I give him the money. 
Sola and I gaze admiringly at the little fish. lost in their natural charm. 

A man passes by us and mutters under his breath, "Silly women!" We hugh 
with each other and enter the shop. We find the nail file and it's selling 
N4.50. This time, I buy it and we retrace our steps towards the university 
gate. It was getting to night. Early moon was already up, stars too. On the 
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other side of the mid, a night market was gathering. Clutching the aquarium. 
I look in Sola's eyes. They've turned wistful. She soon speaks, "I'm longing 
for roasted corn and a stroll through the night market. Let's go, I'II help carry 
the aquarium ..." The plea in her eyes is too intense. Moreover the idea of 
strolling through a night market, chewing roasted corn and lugging an 
aquarium sounds like fun. Besides, I need some crayfish for fsh food. I turn 
with her and cross the road into the night market. We stroll on, till we meet a 
little girl roasting corn over an open charcoal fire. We stop and ask the price. 
It's fifty kobo each. 

"Are you sure it's fresh'?, Sola presses. 
"Aa, auntie", she quickly replies, "my corn is very fresh. My elder brother 
just harvested them from our farm this morning. Taste this small one, you'll 
see I'm right". We taste it, it seems fresh but we aren't quite sure. We choose 
two corn cobs and ask her to roast them for us. Sola sights a log, lying a few 
yards away. We go to sit on it and the sights and sounds of night close upon 
us. The moon, full like a fufilled vow shimmers in silence. Oil lamps 
lighting the market are like fireflies in the forest of night. People haggle. 
Two dogs howl at each other. A baby cries. The little girl ,brings our prickly 
hot corns. Sola reaches for hers with an eagerness so ready to conquer. She 
laughs, a musical laughter as she puts the corn to her lips like a flute, her 
teeth clinging to it like a trumpeter to his trumpet and I look her full in the 
eyes. As I look her full in the eyes, it dawns upon me quite simply that I love 
her. 
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Interview Witb Kalu Uka * 

Enekwe: What is the genesis of your work as a poet'? 

Uka: It is difficult to say, because as you know, some people 
feel that certain poets are born with poetry in their veins 
and the poetry sits there just as a time bomb waiting its 
time to explode. To some extent, I can say that that has 
been true with me. 1 have lived among, and I was born 
into a family of artistic people. But you know it is quite 

. different in all circumstances for you to feel and express 
your poetry in Igbo, and then to translate it into English. 
So I suppose your question is mlking about the formal 
setting down on paper of my poetry in English. In that 
case, the thing begm way back in my undergraduate days 
at the former University College of Ibadan (now called the 
University of Ibadan). We as a group of students of 
English Language and Literature, in spite of being 
educated more or less along British lines, started trying 
out a few ideas of our own in magazines such as the 
Horizon:: in University students-sponsored magazines and 
departmend-sponsored magazines We settled into an 
exchange of good poetry, bad poetry. indifferent poetry, 
just so we could experiment and find out, as you would 
say, where our interesting and good poems began. What I 
iun talking about is way back 1959160 session in the 
University College of Ibadm. So you can my that was 
about the beginning of the formal expression, formal 
genesis of my writing poetry. 

* This interview took place in Kalu Uka's Office in the Paul Robeson Drama 
Building, University of Nigeria, Nsukka, in 1983. 
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Enekwe: Thank you very much. 1 was going to ask you about your 
Ibadan experience. Do you recollect some peculiar 
experiences at Ibadan? 

Ukx At the time I went to Ibadan, we were talking about the one 
university and the second one was coming. the University of 
Nigeria, Nsukka, and everybody was again very excited that 
a second university had come. So one kind of excitement 
then in Ibadan was that you were kind of special:- the 
common phrase was 'gay adder'. But, if you let that go into 
your head, of course, you'd end at achieving nothing. So 
when I say "special", I recall that in the English Honours 
c b ,  there were only ten of us that did the English Honours 
with Professor Molly Manhood. 

As 1 recall it, that class was about one of the largest. 
Another peculiar thing with that class was that there was 
absolutely no girl, not one. While we regretted what one of 
our lecturers, Professor Brosnahm, &led the 'absence of the 
feminine influence', and thought that we were therefore not 
very "complete", it enabled us to let om imagination run riot, 
let our sense of humuor know no bounds. because we could 
then crack all kinds of jokes without inhibition. 

But talking more seriously about what a university 
meant and what impact it had on one, youll remember that 
the time 1 am talking about was just about the beginning of 
Nigeria as a country attaining self-hood and independence. I 
went to University in September 1959, and a year later when 
I was going into the second session. the country became 
independent and we, therefore, felt ourselves challenged to 
grow with our new and young nation. And such was our 
idealism, in fact, we were, in the light of most recent events, 
including the civil war. all dreamers. We were dl so much 
put of Nigeria that we wanted to grow with it. to help build 
it: and, in that experience, we got into contact with all kinds 
of people. For instance, the Nigerian playwright, Wole 
Soyinh himself was just about beginning, and we used to 
tdce some of our work, some of our poeoy to him to Listen 
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back to his comment. We also used to write in the Students' 
Magazine, The Horn. As 1 said earlier, some good poetry. 
some indifferent poetry, some bad poetry. We had columns 
to award marks to bad poets as well as to reward very good 

poets. 
But the relationship was such that you couldn't tell the 

tribe of any Nigerian, you just couldn't tell. We all said we 
were Nigerians and we had this job to do. We were special 
people in University and we took the expression which was 
then popular about students being leaders of tomorrow' quite 
literally to be true. But like I said, things began to happen. 
Experiences started to fall apart; ideals fouled up before 
long, and disillusionment set in. 

The consciousrtess about tribe, the consciousness about 
sections in the country. began well before the 1966 coup, 
and began ironically enough also right on the campus of the 

i 
university. So. it was both an excitement at the time and a 
disappointment certainly with time as other factors started 
intruding into ow very cozy life in the university. So I would 
summarize by saying that I consider those years very 
'formative', very influential period of our life. We had 
excitement. almost as if I was back in a good game of 
cricket. 

At university, you had, on the one hand, those taking 
themselves as Nigerians, and on the other, those thinking of 
themselves   IS belonging to separate Nigerian tribes and 
peoples. Ultimately, I think, these realizations just showed 
us that to build one nation is not an easy process, since it is a 
reconciliation of levels of interests and aspirations, ,an issue I 
tackle in my novel, The Courtmartial. 

Enekwe: Well, you talked about the optimism in Ibadan, and I am 
beginning to wonder whether there is any difference between 
your recent work and your pre-war poetry. 
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Uka: 0 yes. As a matter of fact, what I have tried in subsequent 
volumes is to so mix some of my early poetry with the 
recent in such a manner that you may not quite tell which 
was later and which was earlier. Just as you can see. when 
you hear a famous composer of music, and you yourself as 
a composer and a guitarist with some experience, you can 
always tell the tunes of any particular composer, whether 
it is him playing his own tunes or somehody else playing 
them, because you know there is a pnrticul~ characteristic 
that he has. You will see that kind of characteristic 
between my earlier poetry and the later. But I helieve that 
by the later poetry, something had begun to happen to me. 
I would say, for instance: I had gotten a lot better 
acquainted with this borrowed language that we are using. 
We are no longer just trying to "translate" idens from Igho. 
so to speak, into English. And I will show you what I 
mem. You can easily distinguish three stages: the very 
early poems; the poems written during the war; and the 
poems written after the war. Now, I will give you an 
example of one. I don't want to go too far back. And I 
don't want to use the very familiar example. I am thinking 
of a poem like the one 1 call "Music Maker". Sorry. Wait a 
moment. Just a moment. Well, 1 cannot quite find a poem 
on the early Ibadan time. but I remember one I called 
"Parenthesis", a poem originally inspired by my listening 
to some Nina and Frederick records you know, in fact, 
"Counting Colours in the Rainbow", that kind of thing. 
Anyway, but I will give you what I consider to he the 
intermediate stage. This stage that I am talking about is 
when one had gotten better grip of the language, how it 
behaves, blending it into, i f  you like, our own natural 
rhythm, as well as blending it into conversational. 
freeflow English. It is a poem I call. "The Silver Lining." 
This was written at the peak of the Nigerian civil war at 
the time when Owem w?s recaptured. You don't mind if I 
r&~d some of it. 

Enekwe: Go ahead 
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i ikn: Right. "The Silver Lining": 
We who walked through moon-blanched corridors of n~ght 
@. 1 6 -p.176). 
All riph?. I will leave it there. Thank you. There is 
something you yourself said sometime ago about the 
'tough musical quality" of my poetry. I would say i t  began 
at this time and, as I look back on it now. I didn't think i t  
was anything more than the expression of the mood. the 
genenl mood of the war. But Nwokolobia-Agu took it and 
set it to music and one lady called Susin Wanger, I think. 
took i t  down to Germany. Well that was the Inst I heard of 
it. During the war you know how things were. But looking 
back on it. I think that c.uried me into what I may call the 
post-war expression where as I say in one of the early 
chapters of my first novel. A Consumnurtion of Fire, that 
our attempt has always been to integrate lyricism and 
intellect, and it is not only integrating lyricism and 
intellect. but that mv own aim as a writer in any one of the 
various modes - poetry. drama or the novel- should be an 
attempt to invent, at least trying to invent, a "poetry for 
suffering." Again when you read the early pages. about 
page thirty or thirty-one of A Consummotion, you'll see 
where I say that I try to "invent a poeuy for suffering", by 
which I mean a poetry that would enable one 
accommodate. contain, you know, the tmuma of suffering. 
and I hope you don't mind too much this kind of a self- 
plagiarism that I am doing. But I go on to say that this 
claim of mine to invent a poetry for suffering is an 
assertion which, in some people's opinion, will hrand 
every writer as a "romantic agoniscr." But, at he.ut, many 
writers are romantic in the sense that they are always 
resenting the "humdrum beat of unperceiving life" around 
them in the society. They are always looking for 
improvement. They try to reassert life, you know, as 
against all the forces that destroy life, all the forces that 
negate pure existence. It is not that the thing called "pure 
existence", like a celestial thing, will ever materiiilize on 
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earth, but you still look for it as the ideal. I say, although 
one might call a writer then a rom,mtic agoniser, that it is 
the "hallmark of the sufferer who has accepted and 
transmuted and lived into fortune's provenance to produce 
a poetry out of his experience, just as the most 
revolutionary being is hammered out of the jungle", you 
know. And 1 believe that in spite of all the unsatisfactory 
conditions around us, whether we are satirising or simply 
recording, it should be an authentic expression of a vision 
at a particular time. 
You have mken me to a question that I am trying to ask 
you about "Fear". 
0 yes, 0 yes. O.K. Ask me that question. 
The poem seems to me to be leading from suffering to some 
kind of affirmation. some kind of optimism. and I see in it 
also something that seems to suggest that there was a 
childbirth around that time. I don't know, but I ,am aware that 
you are a very strong family man, and children are prut of 
our striving for eternity, our striving for optimism and so 
forth. what would you hwe to say about this? 
Thank you, Ossie. That's a very interesting observation 
about "Fear". I myself have sometimes been frightened 
and quite flattered about the interpretations and the 
impressions people have had of "Fern." The very first 
person who mid, "Look, Kalu. this is very strong poetry 
and this reminds me of your Earth to Earth', wit.. Michael 
Echeruo. And then I think you know the recent Selection 
ofAfric:cm Poe~ty  where "Fear" was idso selected by Theo 
Vincent and Senanu and they make something quite 
interesting out of it. And here you ,are now suggesting this 
even more interesting extra line. I will tell you this quite 
clearly. "Fear" was written in 1967. I was not even 
m,uried. There was nothing like a child anywhere new me. 
But it was written after all the sights I had seen at the 
Enugu Airport when fellow Nigerians. fellow Igbo, were 
returning from Northern Nigeria in all kindsof stages of 
m~ltilntinn following the wgrom. Particularly painful were 



the sight of children you knew had been damaged for life. 
In fact, it is good to read "Fear" along with all the other 
poems inspired by the period of agony, because they form 
an interesting sequence that I called, "No Two Sides", 
although they are now in fragments, because all that 
poetry was left at Nsukka and we didn't see a m c e  of it 
when we came back. 

"Fear" was my attempt to reach beyond that 
immediate suffering to see that war was coming. We, the 
Igbo, as one of the component elements in Nigeria, were 
being overwhelmed, were being threatened, were being 
driven into oblivion and people didn't think it was true. So 
that the first stanza of "Fear" where I say, "Only the 
thunder will revive the drums and flutes we travellers love 
so much" was only the stanza of the war, you know, as 
you can see, because things were already coming. But you 
know like when you have lightning in the sky and the 
rumbling of thunder follows, usually there is a "breathing 
down" following id1 that. And if there is a breathing down, 
think of the light. In other words, 1 was trying to say, 
'supposing, instead of just thinking of the gun, instead of 
thinking of just mutual destruction any time, supposing we 
talk of the future and the futwe is children and the 
children are p ,m of eternity.' I said, rightly so, you know, 
at a time I didn't even have one child of my own. So it is 
purely. if you like, an extension by imagination, of what 
might have happened. And 1 felt very much encouraged 
hter on during the war when General Gowon himself 
modulated his attitude to the rest of Nigeria, particularly to 
the "rebel" area when he married and started having 
children. 

Enekwe: Thank you very much. I think this does extend our 
understanding of "Fear". I am going back to talk about the 
critics. Before the war or immediately after the war, you 
were mentioned as a poet, but nobody seemed to pay 
much attention to you. Michael Echeruo said something 
about you being a remarkable poet in Mother is Gold, and 
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recently a reviewer in the magazine, Wesf Afn'ca, talked 
about your poetry and wondered why a poet of your 
stature, a poet who has such a strong command of 
language, beautiful expression, whose poetry is tough and 
pliant at the m e  time, had not been recognised as one of 
the leading poets, one of the major African poets. Also, 
Abiola Irele had this to say, "Kalu W s  new kind of 
poetry is in fact a take-off to a certain extent from where 
Christopher Okigbo left off; a new kind of poetry that is 
extremely tough in its texture, and extremely difficult 
because of that and making significant statements about 
life." Well, talking about the texture of your poetry, I 
remember I had said something about this myself and still 
I run of the opinion that there is a strong lyrical quality in 
your poetry, and perhaps one would say that your poehy 
falls into the image pattern of development more than the 
nmtive pattern of development, and if one wants to 
understand your poetry, one has to look more at the 
imagery, and then at the sound of the words, but i think I 
remember I talked of the "medlic sound quality" of the 
words you know. The words have sounds peculiar to them. 
Now, why has it taken the critics so long to discover you? 
I don't think I myself can say I know why. but let's 
speculate a Little bit or rather let's try to pick between the 
yeas and see whether there were any extenuating 
circumstances or reasons. The first thing is, you 
remember, immediately after the war in 1970P 1, when I 
started working on my first novel. A Consummation of 
Fire. I had always had this attitude of first of all mding 
my poetry or my prose to a small circle of friends. I 
remember well before the war, Professor Anya of 
Zoology, Professor Echeruo of this Department and 
profession. and of course, the late Christopher Okigbo, 
were the few, who listened to my mding of my poetry 
either in the Catering Rest House in Enugu, or in the 
sitting room of any one of them or in my own sitting 
room. And we simply exchanged notes. It was like a 
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coterie of intellectuals doing their private thing. Then I 
remember, when I was writing my first novel, A 
Consummation c,f Fire, I used to read i t  to some of you as 
students. I know Sonny Samson-Akpan's group in 
p,micular and I remember it was at one of those reading 
that one of the students suggested that I should put one of 
Chinua Achebe's novels into play form. So I think one 
reason for the delayed recognition is that I had always 
circulated among friends who didn't see their job as 
cnrrying it beyond I,wt little circle or I had always tested 
out my ideas ,among students or people who were not yet 
in our own kind of valuation, regarded as big enough 
critics to be listened to. Because, as I &?id, many of the 
good things about my poetry were said by somebody like 
you much earlier, and they reveal very keen observation 
and yet nobody took you seriously, because nobody in this 
country thinks that the so-called small mnn has any good 
opinion. You see what I mean. So I was not surprised. 
Then the one or two remarks made by Echeruo were made 
also at a good time when they could have been taken up, 
but remember that my poetry had not been published and 
he did say so even in Mother i s  Gold, he said in "yet 
unpublished work by a colleague I respect ..." So the delay 
in publication, because our people like to see something 
done on paper, the delay in publication. my own not 
pushing to promote myself. if you like, sell myself 
immediately, and the fact that we circulated privately, all 
contributed to the delay. But, again, the delay was affected 
in a big way, I think, by the war. In late 1966. Chinua 
Achebe and the late Christopher Okigbo were planning to 
start a Publishing House, if you remember, by establishing 
the Citadel Press. I don't know whether you know about 
that p h .  

Enekwe: Yes, I do. 
Uka: And one of the things that Christopher Okigbo said very 

honestly and very seriously was. "Look, Kalu, I like your 
poetry. I like the trend, the way you are going and I think 1 

1 
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what we will do is to sell you through CITADEL PRESS by 
putting some of your best poems between mine and Wole 
Soyinka's". 

You see what I mean, in every profession, you need this 
kind of apprenticeship and you need a master craftsman 
presenting his apprentice. I don't resent it. I know some 
impatient younger writers today say: Why should I wait for 
so and so to approve of me before I can go on the air?" The 
war came. Citadel Press failed, not for lack of good 
intention, but just because of the pressures of war and you 
will see that as soon as the war ended, Achebe s m e d  
OKIKE. Some of my best poetry went into the maiden issue 
immediately, you know, although not as in the old plans, but 
it was still a fact that any good thing would get in there. 

The third teason I would think is that I, myself, I have 
heen accused by some people of being a bit too proud and 
haughty, that I always wanted things to be so perfected 
before they saw daylight. This happens to he true, because I 
have read some shoddy stuff put up by people just to 
show the world that they have been published. 
Unfortunately, I don't quite believe that way. I'm not a 
hustler. I believe that before this attempt of communicating 
with other people should be shown to the world, it should be 
something which is worth the time of the world, the time of 
those people you are going to give it. In other words, it 
should be something perfected as much as possible and you 
don't begin vour caving and when the idea of the thing you 
want to carve is just about gaining root, you say to 
people,"look, I have become a good sculptor, come and 
watch me." You see what I mean? And when you ate not 
pnrticularly interested in this kind of publicity you ate bound 
to be delayed. You are bound not to be quite recognised, but 
it has mother danger. And this is the danger I have observed 
in my own. You know that Consummation of Fire was 
ublished only in 1978, but I wrote it in 72. And I lolow 
lat, in between, one or two people, (I won't name them) 
ave published novels that I don't consider as good as . . 
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Consumnurtion but have been praised to the skies and I said. 
"Well, this is because somebody hasn't heard about me". So 
the delay too, has hurt me, you know, in many ways, but as I 
say, now that the things have come to people's notice and 
they have realised that they are good, they are bound to talk 
about them as good. So in the end the patient dog has eaten 
the fattest bone. 
You have dealt with some of the questions I was going to 
ask about your novels. Do you see the novels as an 
extension of your poetry? Or is it the other way round? 
Yes, and No. Extensions I would be suspicious of, but 
complementary parts of, yes. I say complementary 
because as I told you, traditionally, a novel should be 
written in prose; but in that prose, you can then take an 
opportunity to express some of your own ideas on your 
writing, and as I quoted to you earlier on, I did siiy things 
in the first novel that define some of my positions in 
,artistic creation, like this idea of integrating lyricism and 
intellect, you know. So that the novels are a 
complementary part of the poetry. As you know, the 
nature of poetry is such that it has to be very very 
concisely and energetically expressed, economised; there 
is no room for the extended n.mtive form of treatment. 
You compress a lot. Then in the novel. through your 
characters, especially the more reflective ones, I believe, 
you can then use the more phrasy namtive form to extend 
comment. In that sense, I would regard novel ,and poem as 
complementary. It is better. But, I also found that in 
writing dramatic dialogue that the poetry has been of help; 
the lyricism of the poetry has helped me quite a bit with 
finding the kind of level of conversation for some 
ch;mcters, you know. So I see all of them, poetry, novel 
writing and dramatic writing as complementing each 
other, saying what one has said in brief in a more extended 
form elsewhere, but perhaps saying them more 
emphatically and extending the perspective. In a play, for 
instance, you have many characters. and one perhaps is 
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just a singer, but you watch the words of the song he sings 
and you know that they ive very poetic. Then consider the 
novel, particularly my second novel, Colonel Ben Brim 
where I have three friends, three University friends, who 
have been involved in the war and who m about the m e  
age and, in the "middle" of their lives, as they are d l  
between 30 and 35 y m  of age. and they rue just sitting in 
the miserable University club reflecting on what has come 
to be the aftermath of the war when suddenly a respected 
colleague of theirs who had gone mad because of the way 
things ended, walks into the club stark naked. and they 
start to debate: Who is he? Is he the same person'? So one 
person tells the story as he thinks he knew it. Another one, 
challenging it, tells the story as he thinks ha knew i f .  
Notice the shifts in tenses. And the third person says, 
"Well, fine. you people are telling stories about this 
ch'mcter nnd your role with him, but I want to andyse to 
you what I think the war did to d l  of us - you two, he ;md 
me." So you have basically two storytellers and one 
cornmentator on all the stories told. What I was trying to 
do was to re-define prose as poetry. a way of 
communicating without being so concise and compressed 
that a reader would have to stumble on and think of every 
line. I also found that it gave me an opportunity to battle a 
little more with the English Language and I don't now 
want to say the things that some people have already said 
they think about Colonel Ben and its language since in a 
week or two you will have a copy of the novel. I 3m 
sending you a compliment,uy copy of each of my novels. 
You will see for yourself. But somebody said to me. "You 
know, I have read this novel. I like it very much especially 
'he mastery of the language. You seem to have broken all 
the laws in English ,and yet broken none." 

Enekwe: Has this command of language anything to do with your 
scrabble playing'? 

Ukx That's interesting. I didn't know that anybody else other 
than my wife knows that I am a scrabble addict. Well you 
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Enekwe: Isn't this whnt vou do in mnnv of your poc111.;'' 
Uka: More or l e s .  But ag;iln, by compnrison. poctry is 1101 ~ u s t  

verh;rlising; i t  is 1101 just the sound of the word. hut the 
permutntions nnd con~hinartio~~s to produce the I I I ; I X ~ I ~ ~ I I I  

result. For instance. connecting i t  ;)gain with scmhhle. I 
never lnalke ;I nlove i n  scr;ihhle urlless I a m  go~rlg t o  I'orrll 
three or four words by the one move. You see u h ; ~ (  I 
mean. So you will be scoring sornetirnes c ~ g h t  ti~llcs the 
value of a particular tile and i t  seems to me that if i t  IS ;I 

poem. if you can score eight times the v;rluc of the inla~yc 
in :i word. you have written very good poetry. So fro111 tha~t 
point of view you can say that they are conneclcd. 
I would like you to s;ry a few things ahout "E:utl~ to E:uth" 
which I think is a very sad poern. I t  I;tcks the ol~tir~lisrll of 
"Fe;u." 
Okay, thank you. Let me he very honest. I don't know which 
edition of Errt.tlr-to Enrth you are using. hut in the Grcc~~fie ld '  

I 
Review volume, "Earth to EuthVis on pages six :1nc1 scven 
and you will see that it is dedicated to ;i "G." E:\rth lo E;~rlh 
(to G)." Right. The "G." was a girl. just as I ha~vc ;in eye for; 
l~eautiful words that c m t e  maximum impacts. I thir~h if c,m 
be said that I have an eye for heauliful women, and thar girl 
was not ugly by any consideration. We were just friends,' 
very good friends. And one day I walked into Christopher 
Okigho's chalet with the girl hy my side, and Okigho wlls 

seeing her for the first time. As soon ;is we stepped in at the 
door and rang the bell, he came himself ;ind opened the door 
and said. "Kalu, you must marry this girl. you must many 
this girl". And the poor girl just smiled, you know, srniled 
because what greiiter cornplirner~f could you pay a girl? So 
we walked in and I introduced her : I I I ~  he said, "When ,m 
you m.mying this girl?" you know. Right. S o  I was going to. 
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1 mnrry the girl or I hoped so. It didn't work out and when it 
didn't work out.1 was very sad ahout it. So, in spite of all the 
spwulalion you see about the interpretation, in fact, this is 
the hrud life fact and that is the genesis of "Earth to Earth". 
But it is dso  a way of laying a ghost to rest, that one would 
otherwise have had so much trauma about. Because I will 
tell you that I don't like those who talk of Freudian reality. 
But you can see that you have to live down an experience 
one way or another by proxy or directly. in order to be able 
to contain and conuol it, short, of course, of going mad over 
it. And 1 don't think that anybody should go mad over a 
woman or over the experience of losing something. I think 
he should use that experience md 1 used that one tb produce 
a poem. There is an internal sustaining medicine in a writer's 
chest, I think. 

Enekwe: What do you think you will be doing in the United Smes as 
far as poetry is concerned? Are you going to do a lot of 
reitdings or are you going to write a lot more poetry? And 
what is your attitude to Afro-American poetry?. 

Uka: Thank you. Three questions in one. First. what I am going 
to do ahout any of my other writings. At the earliest 
possihle opportunities I have. I will expose them to the 
I;ugest possihle numher of people. public ,and private. As 
wc say. once heaten. twice shy. You have just hked  about 
the delayed recognition of the work. Now I have the 
opportunity of selling not just the work in print hut also 
the person who produced them physically there. I think I 
should m;~ximise the opportunity. I am not going to 
ahandon poetry and I hope poetry won't abandon me. 
Secondly. I will he doing some readings because the 
Fulhright Fellowship allows for interaction with other 
faculties and allows me to mnke myself available to other 
universities lhan the one where I will be based. And if 
eventually all my hooks ,we there and people want to ask 
cluestions ahout any of the vnrious aspects, I am quite 
prepared to talk about them. Afro-Americ,~ writing-well-l 
will tell you wh;it I think. I hold Afro-American writing in 



the h~ghest regard and pnrt~cularly by the way 1 got 
:icqu;~intcd with that writing. Wh~le I was bcudying i r r  
Canada, I read ri lot of Baldwin. a lot of Richard Wright, a 
lot of Ralph Ellison. This was 1962, ;md you may say this 
was m y  first real introduction to what the black experience 
in America had been. and I could immediately respond to 
some of the issues raised. Later I began seeing some of the 
people themselves in flesh and blood. From Canada in 
1003. 1 took time off to see the U.S.A. I was in 
Washington D.C. for the "Great March". I returned to 
Canada after that, and was there when President Kennedy 
was assassinated. I cannot forget the shocked silence the 
news vibrated out all over the world. Then after the 
Nigerian civil war, our own war, a hlack American writer. 
Nikki Giovanni, was here, and I was the guest spe,aker at 
the reception accorded to her, n very intensely moving 
reception, and I remember that hefore I started talking 
about anything. we exchanged books. She gave me a hook 
of her poem called, "My House". and I gave her a copy of 
Earth lo Eorrh which she read and told me that she liked a 
lot. We agreed then that we would keep in touch. Anyway, 
we haven't. But that is one of those things about life. I 
remember r~sking her one pointed question. I said, "Nkki, 
what do you think of polernics and creativity? By this I 
mean. Baldwin comes along rind feels he has to put down 
Richnrd Wright to exist; LeRoi Jones comes along, and he 
hns to put down Baldwin to exist. Eldridge Cleaver comes 
along. he had to destroy everybody else to be. And yet it 
seems to me that in all. the works from Ralph Ellison, 
through Richard Wright and Baldwin to you yourself, 
Nikki Giovanni here. there has been a consistent fidelity 
of reporting the experience of the black person which, by 
comple~nentation. would still enh:ince your position that 
polemics r~tnong yourselves would he no use?" She mid, 
"Boy. you got it. I don't believe in polemics myself. I 
believe in crer~tivity. So i t  is my attitude to them that I 
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wish that, like us here, they should sprrre a little less effort 
q m l l i n g  and allow a lot more room for creating." 

Enekwe: We know that your work, like those of Wole Soyinka. J.P. 
Clark and several other poets from Ibadan and from the 
University of Nigeria is considered tough even for 
scholars who understand some of the unfamiliar words 
that you use. But now your work has been included in the 
books for Secondary Schools Certificate Examination. 
How do you advise teachers to approach your poetry? 
Thank you very much. A teacher should first of all find 
out the peculiar characteristics of a poem. Is it a poem that 
depends on recurring images to reach its meaning'? If so, 
teach the images and then you can relate them to society. 
Consider the title; you take, "Luth to Earth." I don't see 
that "Earth to Earth" would pose any difficulty. It is what 
we say at burial ceremonies everydny,"Eiarth to Earth, dust 
to dust". So, that should give one a key, a clue, you know. 
Then when you work through the imagery you can see 
whether there are consistencies or inconsistencies, 
repetition of patterns and no repetition. In other words, the 
poem should speak for itself more or less. In the words of 
Brooks and W,uren, Zet the poem be itself.' Let the poem 
talk about itself. Rather that one looking for the poet, like 
this year, a mother on this campus, came to me and said, 
"Look, my daughter is going to sit for the School 
Certificate Examination. She read this poem and said, 
"Mummy, mummy, is it the same Kdu UIC;L who comes to 
our house?" And she said "yes". And the child said, 
"Mummy, let's go and see him now; let him tell me about 
this poem." They came, you know, eventually. And I tried 
to follow the pattern of imagery comprising the flowers 
opening up and then these flowers becoming blighted. 
You know, like you wake up in the morning, the whole 
thing is dead and at the end of the day it is mining. 
Consider it like that and this is the loss of one who was 
dear to somebody. I didn't say that somebody was me, 
because it should not be me.  It should be for the 
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protagonist in the poem. 111 otller words, 1 think a serlous 
attempt shorrltf he n ~ ; ~ d c  ; l t  poctr), :IS c o r t ~ r ~ r u r ~ ~ c i t i ~ ~ ~ ~ .  T?lcn 
a rnclning will he gotten out of the poetry. In fact. i n  the 
S ~ l [ ~ r , r i o t ~  1,f Afi-ic,c~n Poc .11~  ( h i l t  we h;~ve, Seri:ln[~ i11iC1 

Vincent. have done :I ni;~rvellocls joh of cxplic;rtior~ with 
that poem. 

Enekwe: You no longer write as niuch ;is Iwtixe. Why! 
Uka: As much what- poetry'? 1 h;rve gone into other forms. 

Novels, Plays. Then I have to survive as ;in nc:rdcmic. 
teacher, and head of family. So, the w;lr is on, on rnnny 
more fronts. You are listening for the guns in only one 
front which seems - note ceenlr - qurcscent for now. 

K>x: 

Medium: Ink 
1 . '  

Artist: C. Krydz Ikwkmesi 
Year: 1994 
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A.B.C. DURAKU 
Play Review 

Title: Worl' Do For Fraid 
Playwright: Nabie Yayah Swmy 
Publisher: Three Continents Press, Washington D.C. (1986) 
Price: $8.10 

Worl' do fo r  frczi(1. a play in three acts explores the theme of inordinate 
ambition dulling the discriminatory senses that reflect ethics. It is a natural 
check on the quest for power. In the play, the taste to rule is so pervading 
that murder, rape and incest are not ruled out. These terrible crimes are no 
real hurdles for some who seek elective office. 

The title of the play may puzzle for a while. Simply, it is the bastard 
Sierra Leonean English for "the world is enough to frighten you". Even then 
only one of the ch,mcters speaks in this refreshingly interesting didect. It is 
perhaps significant that this title line is spoken by Pabuya, the village idiot 
(?) who is the "conscience" of the village. 

The play opens at a time when retribution begins to rain on the family 
of Chief Drissa. Through revelations of forced 'demented soliloquy' and 
'sober n,mtionl we learn that Chief Drissa, the ruler of Kissy Mess-Mess 
village had, in collusion with his twin brother Baimbadi, listened to the 
voice in  a dream that Drissa would become Chief. In the manner of a 
Macbeth who would not wait for the normal course of prophecy, but would 
rather be its agent, both brothers npe and kill Drissa's daughter in a ritual 
sacrifice. They also murder her mother Makday, who observed the incident. 
Earlier, they had tried to use a substitute for Drissa's daughter Abbi with no 
success. The efficacy of ritual depends on its rightness. therefore Fatimah 
(an adopted child) was not acceptable, even though the twin brothers had 
already raped her. She is spared after she swore not to reveal their gory 
secret. 

The play dwells on retrospective action so that the events that follow the 
horror are what we see enacted. Fatimah, the ritual-reject is having terrible 
nightmares when the play opens. She insinuates witchcraft. But it goes 
beyond that. Nene, Makalay's twin sister, who is married to Baimbadi, 
reveals to Fatimah that Drissq's wife Makalay was not her natural mother. 
This foreshadows the expos6 that the ritual killing after rape cannot be 
efficacious, resulting in the substitution for Abbi. Nene is worried of the 
mystery surrounding her sister's death. She takes the distraught Fatimah to 
Makalay's grave to perform ritual sacrifices in a bid to get answers to her 
questions. 
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as foreign as they come with an out-sized but-dislodged idea of d i t y .  But 
Swmy does not spare those who do the nationalist dance without 
moderation. A b s  cannot understand the traditional marriage about to take 
place between Saidu (Baimbadi's son) and Fatimah. As far as he is 
concerned, a woman need not remain virgin before marriage since virginity 
is not a maniage prerequisite in the West. He has lost his identity and has 
become a stranger to the rhythms of his society - a fa l e s s  man who is not 
completely in tune with either the society to which he culturally belongs or 
to the one he professes; indeed we see him as a cultural parallel of Reverend 
Brown. 

But the play d m  lampoons the Brukuses in society, extremists who in 
spite of their education. seek to do the "cultural dance"; who mamy several 
wives with the compensating and convenient excuse that they iue 
aditiondists. Brukus is thirty-five with four wives to show for it. They 
respect him because, according to him, they were virgins before he d e d  
them. The perceptive Pabuya knows of course that virgin girls we rim? in 
these days of materidism. 

Nene, now wise to the evil deed, wiums up to counter the oath 
administered to Fatimah so that she would not disclose the secret. Nene is 
sure that in 'cleansing' Fatimah of the bond, she (Fatimah) would feel 
protected enough to divulge the secret on her wedding state-of-the-bride 
ceremony. According to Nene, the world must hear of the "filth Drissa and 
Baimbadi did to (her) body:" 

In heart-chilling apostrophes, Nene calls on Makalay's spirit to protect 
Fatimah. But Baimbadi nullifies the protective mystid shield by forcing 
Fatimah to drink a portion. The consequence is that Fatimah fails to reveal 
the secret and dies from the boomerang effect of the spell Nene had put over 
her. It is in fact a situation of "the devils alternative". Either way, Fatimah 
was billed to die. She had been caught in a mystical web of spiritual 
encounter between two 'adepts', Baimbadi and Nene. 

Still pursuing the "Nemesis" subject, Swmy is determined that evil 
must be properly punished. So, relentlessly, Nene effects her revenge in a 
curse that recalls an earlier discussion between A h s ,  Joshua. and Brukus 
on the eerie powers of a corpse and makes Fatimah (now dead)'the 
instrument of vengeance. In an incredible and ghostly scenario, the coffin in 
which the dead Fatimah lies knocks Baimbadi dead in an uncanny exhibition 
of individual will and kinetic capability. 

Worl' do for fraid is rich in African lore, beliefs and religious 
ambivalence. The play is touching in its pathos and the characters loom 
Ixge. But they are largely types. Except for Abass who goes through the 
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crucible of horror (by association) in the family hefore he can becomr 
relevant in the "new society" he finds himself. others come strongly ax 
personages who hardly make an impression with their "hum.mness". 

All we are left with are sketches of evil. They are recognizable in the 
society, especially if the subject of seeking political power by all mems is 
put under scrutiny. In this regard. Swany's comment is clear and is driven 
brutally home (perhaps too much so) by the sheer plausibility of the 
situation, and in grisly details in the treatment of ;he subject matter. 

In  the creation of the avenging hand of fate in Nene (with all her 
relationships to the other chancters), Swaray strikes the master stroke that 
lifts the play beyond a story session, but makes a statement bold enough for 
us to recognize in him a certain commitment. 



OSY OKAGBUE 

A Play of Giants: O n  Stage with Soyinka's Oversize 
Buffoons. 

In A Play of Giants, Soyinka gives a full-throated vent to his deep-seated 
loathing for the key human aberrations that sprout and soil Africa's political 
Nena. His vehement disapproval of dictatorship in any form - a disapproval 
manifested in his handling of the power-crazed Kongi in his earlier play, 
Kongi's Harvest - is in this later play carried through most effectively by 
his deft excursus into the realm of satiric grotesquerie. Where he had showed 
some measure of respect for the maniacal Kongi, he shows rm enormous 
disgust for these later giants. He shows no mercy, not even a basic 
humanity for his four oversize babies and buffons - Kamini, Yasco. 
Gunema and Tutoum. They are nothing but mad unfortunate abemtions. 
Not even the 'stout and florid' Gudrum is spared, not even the scampering 
delegates of the respective superpowers. They all are in the eyes of the 
sculptor fit only for the Chamber of Horrors in Madame Tussaud's w,uwork 
museum. And appropriately the four brothers in blood and crime me sitting 
for a collective bust for the United Nations gallery. 

The play is set in the premises of the Bugaran embassy in New York, 
adjacent to the United Nations assembly building. The occasion is the 
United Nations general assembly. But the cenaal action is the sculpting of 
President-for-life. Field-Marshill Kamini and his fellow giants. Soyinka 
expertly uses this apparently un i rnmnt  event to expose the ugly dementia 
of these power-crazed models of Alrican leadership. The play is more or less 
a psychic probe into the morbid intellectual landscapes of these unflattering 
models of African politics. Especially, it is a journey into fie sick mind of 
m i n i  who of course is no other than the infamous psychopth. Idi Amin 
of Uganda. Soyinka makes no attempt to mask the identities of his four 
monstrosities. The result is that the images which emerge from the play are 
extremely unflattering, to say the least. They are images that would make 
any sane and responsible African cover his face in shame before outsiders. 
But the shame, to Soyinh's credit, extends also to the offsprings of the 
superpowers, because their own representatives are as obnoxious and 
loathsome as the huge African puppets who flap grotesquely U, the pull of 
their strings. 
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The central theme in the play is the notion of power which is the life 
concern of the four prodigies. As they discuss the concept of power. they 
each reveal the sickness in their respective minds. The discussion points up 
to what I feel Soyinka considers the cause of the endemic occurrence of 
unsavory dictatorships on the continent of Africa. The giants. in spite of 
their differences, see power as the ultimate elixir of being which has to be 
acquired and protected at all cost. The four in varying degrees maim, kill and 
even 'eat' enemies in order to preserve their power. And in their individual 1 
theories of power, Soyirlka leads them into betraying their debased idiocy 
and corrupt notion of proper rulership - they all are presidents or emperors 
for life and so cannot contempL?te existence outside the realms of power. In 
their murderous hold on power, they are aided and abetted by the 
superpowers who, whenever i t  is in their interests, sink their ideological and 
economic differences and come together behind one Third World fool or 
another - Amin and Mobutu being the perfect examples. It is hardly 
surprising that Kamini gets abandoned by all sides in the end, because he 
makes himself an emb,umssment ,and a threat to those who installed him in 
the first place. B m a  Tuboum, on the other hand, with the backing of the 
superpowers, survives yet another coup. But the one question which 
Soyinka asks is: For how long will this monster and his ilk hang on to 
power? And the answer which the play gives is: For as long as he serves the 
interests of his superpower backers. Or, for ns long as his people keep silent 
in the face of his tyranny. 

A Play of Giants is a challenge to all Africans to laugh and chase out 
the child monsters who bestride and cast smudges on the notion of 
Africanness and democracy. The play's satire is ferocious and its irony 
bitter, but underneath it all is the playwright's abiding humanism, and a 
concern and hope for the improvement of the human condition. For 
Soyinka, the, man dies in he who keeps silent in the face of overbearing 
tyranny. People can laugh in this play at our homble abemrlt giants, but 
their disgusting brand of rulership calls forth tears, both of shame and 
righteous indignation. 
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